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ACUTE CONDITIONS
INCIDENCE AND ASSOCIATED DISABILITY
Charles S. WiIder, Division of Health Interview Statistics
INTRODUCTION
During July 1973-June 1974 an estimated
355,265,000 acute illnesses or injuries involving
either medical attention or restriction of usual
daily activity occurred among the U.S. civilian
population not confined in institutions. The
incidence rate of 172.0 per 100 persons per year
was the lowest reported in the Health Interview
Survey since its inception in July 1957 (figure
1). This incidence rate of 172.0 was about the
same as that of 175.1 reported for calendar year
1973=and, abbut 13.2 percent lower than that of
198.1 for July 1972~une 1973. During calendar
yeax 1974 the incidence rate was 175.7–about
the same as that for 1973 and July 1973-June
1974. Thus, whatever caused the decline in
incidence in 1973 has continued into 1974.
There is reason to believe that this sharp
decline in the estimate of acute conditions
during the past two years may be associated
with a chamge in the questionnaire content.
Factors relating to this possibility are discussed
on page 4. These factors should be thoroughly
considered before any conclusions are drawn
regarding a possible major decrease in the
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Figure 1. Incidence of acute conditions per 100 persons per year, July 1957-June 1974 (years ending in June).
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incidence o: acute conditions in the United
States during the past few years.
This report is one of an annual series of
reports on the incidence of acute conditions
based on data coIlected in the Health Interview
Survey. The last report, Series 10, No. 98,
covered the period JuIy 1972-June 1973; other
such reports in Series 10 are Numbers 1, 10, 15,
26, 38, 44, 54, 69, 77, 82, and 88. The
incidence of acute conditions on a calendar year
basis is summarized in the Current Estimates
reports in Series 10, Numbers 52, 60, 63, 72, 79,
85,95, and 100 for 1967 through 1974.
SOURCE OF DATA
The information in this report is based on
data collected in a continuing nationwide survey
conducted by household interview. Each week a
probability sample of the civilian,
noninstitutionalized population is interviewed
by trained personnel of the U.S. Bureau of the
Census to obtain information about the health
and other characteristics of each member of the
household. During July 1973-June 1974, the
sample was composed of about 40,000
households containing some 118,000 persons
living at the time of the interview. A description
of the design of the survey, the methods used in
estimation, and the generaI qualifications of data
obtained from surveys is presented in appendix
I.
Since estimates shown in this report are
based on a sample of the population rather than
on the entire population, they are subject to
sampling error. Therefore, particular attention
should be paid to the section entitled
“Reliability of Estimates. ” Sampling errors for
most of the estimates are of relatively low
magnitude. However, where an estimated
number of the numerator or the denominator of
a rate or percentage is small, the sampling error
may be high.
Certain terms used in this report are defiied
in appendix II. Some of the terms have
specialized meanings for the purpose of the
survey. For example, estimates of the incidence
o f acute conditions include, with certain
exceptions, only those conditions which had
started within the 2 weeks prior to the week of
interview and which had involved either medical
attention or restricted activity. The exceptions,
listed in appendix II, are certain conditions such
as heart trouble and diabetes which are always
considered chronic, regardless of duration or
onset.
Annual estimates of the number of disability
days associated with each acute condition are
derived from the number of such days
experienced during the 2-week period prior to
week of interview and include all those reported,
even if the acute ilhess causing the disability
had its onset prior to the 2-week period. Since
any particular day of disability may be
associated with more than one condition, the
sum of days for all conditions adds to more than
the total number of person-days of disability.
The questionnaires used for the Health
Interview Survey during 1973 and 1974 are
illustrated in the Current Estimates reports for
these years (Series 10, Numbers 95 and 100).
Appendix III of this report shows the probe





During July 1973-June 1974 the incidence
of acute illnesses and injuries involving mediczd
attention or activity restriction experienced by
the civilian, noninstitutionalized population was
estimated to be 355.3 million, or 172.0 cases per
100 persons per year (table 1). As shown in
figure 1, this rate was the lowest ever reported
based on data collected in the Health Interview
Survey. The incidence rate for the current year
was 13.2 percent lower than that of 198.1
reported for JuIy 1972-June 1973 (table A). The
decline in the estimated incidence of acute
conditions began in the first quarter of 1973 and
has continued through 1974. The incidence rates
for calendar years 1973 and 1974 of 175.1 and
175.7 suggest that some common factor has
influenced the onset of acute conditions for
these two years.
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Table A. Comparative incidence and disability-dayrates per 100 persons per year for


































Type of disability day
Days of restricted activity--
Days of bed disability-------
Days lost from work among
currently employed persons--
Days lost from school among
children aged 6-16 years----
I I I I I I I
Ju:g July July July July July July
I
July
- 1967- 1968- 1969- 1970- 1971- 1972- 1973-
June June June June June June June
1967
June






















































































































































































































Acute conditions may be reported in any of
the probe questions in the early portion of the
questionnaire. An acute condition is defined as a
condition which has lasted less than 3 months
and which has involved either medical attention
or restricted activity. Thus, the primary sources
of reporting of acute conditions are the
disability-day probe question 9, the injury
question 10, and the doctor visit question 18.
The number of these acute conditions reported
to have started in the 2 weeks prior to the week
of interview is the basis on which the annual
incidence of acute illnesses or injuries is
measured.
It is of interest that the relative number of
acute conditions reported in response to the
probe questions has remained the same for the
past three years–1972 through 1974. In each of
the three years about one acute condition lasting
less than 3 months has been reported for each
eight persons in the sample of the civilian,
no ninstitutionalized population. Respondents
are asked on the Condition Page for additional
information about the impact of the condition.
One of these questions is: “When did – first
notice his . . .“ (– refers to the person and . . .
refers to the condition). In 1972 about 73.6
percent of the acute conditions reported in the
probe questions were reported to have had their
onset in the 2-week reference period. The inci-
dence for these conditions was 219.7 conditions
per 100 persons per year for 1972. During 1973
and 1974 about 56.6 percent and 57.9 percent
of all reported acute conditions were reported as
beginning in the 2-week reference period. This
reduction in conditions reported with onset in
the 2 weeks prior to interview week has
accounted for the lower annual incidence rates
for the past two years.
The onset question itself has been
unchanged in the past three years. The only
change in the condition page for 1973 and 1974
was the addition of item A4—a requirement to
complete an additional supplement about the
conditions first noticed during the 2-week
reference period. It is possible that more care
was exercised in finding out if an acute
condition did start within the 2-week reference
period or before the reference period. It is
difficult for respondents to remember exactly
when an acute illness actually &rted, especially
one which began more than a week ago.
Therefore, it is possible that because alf the
addition al requirements for completiiig a
supplement for conditions starting in the 2
weeks, more extensive probing of respondents
with greater use of memory aids resulted in
more precise pinpointing of the date of onset.
Since the same relative number of acute
conditions was reported in the probe questions
in 1973 and 1974 as in 1972, and the time of
onset is not considered in calculating the annual
estimate, it is not surprising that the rates of
utilization of services or of disability have
remained substantially unchanged as shown
below:
Calendar Calendar Calendar
Incidence of acute con-
ditions per 100 persons
per year ... . .. .. .. .. . . . .. . .. . . ..
Physician visits per person
per year ... . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .
Dental visits per person per
year .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . ..
Days of restricted activity
per person per year .. . ..
Days of bed disability per
person per year ... . .. .. .. .
Days lost from work per
currently employed per-
son per year ... .. . . .. .. . .. .. .
Days lost from school per
person aged 6-16 years
per year ... . .. .. . ... . . . .. .. .. . . .
Hospital discharges per 100
person per year .. .. .. . .. . ..
Percent of persons with
limitation of activity
due to chronic con-































Table A shows that the decline in incidence
per 100 persons per year occurred in mc}st of
the condition groups, notabIy for respiratory
conditions and the ‘%I1 other acute conditions”
group. It occurred also by sex, age, plalce of
residence, and geographic region. However, the
rates of days o f restricted activity, bed
disability, and work loss remained at about the
same level as those for the previous year. The
rate of days lost from school among chiiidren
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Table B. Incidence of acute conditions per 100 persons per year and average duration
of days of restricted activity and bed disability per condition by selected charac-





























































































Table C. Percent distribution of incidence of acute conditions bv measures of imDact











































































Table D. Incidence of acute conditions, incidence per 100 persons per year, and per-






















































































































‘NOTE: Excluded are all conditions involving neither restricted activity nor mec[i-
cal attention.
6
6-16 years of age rose over that of the period
July 1972:June 1973.
Acute conditions caused 9.2 days of
restricted activity and 4.0 days spent in bed per
. person per year (tables 2 and 3). The average
duration of these disability days per condition
. was 5.4 days of restricted activity and 2.3 days
of bed disability (table B). Average duration per
condition is computed by dividing the days per
condition by the number of cases included in
the incidence of the condition.
An estimated 45.5 percent of all acute
conditions caused activity restriction but were
not medically attended (tables C and 4). About
36.9 percent of the conditions were medically
attended and caused activity restriction and the
remaining 17.6 percent were medically attended z
only. During recent years the percentage of
acute conditions with only activity restriction
has been rising. Table D shows that in July
196 8-June 1969 the percentage of these
conditions with no medical attention went over
40 percent for the first time in the 13 years of
data shown here and that the estimate for July
--- J“Jy lw~””a 1972
260r[ ....July 1972June 1972 260— July 1973-Juna 1974 [
/ /4


































































Figure 2. Incidence of acute conditions per 100 persons per yeer and incidence of medically attendad and activity restricting acute
renditions per 100 persons per year, by color, family income, education of head of family, and employment status of persons 17
years and over.
7
Table ‘E.Incidence of acute conditions Per 100 oersons Per year by measures Of ~pact Of the illness and selected characteristics:
United _8tat_es,July 1969-June 1974
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16 years or more-----------
Emplament status









Includesunknown income and education.
N~E: Excluded are all conditions involving neither restricted activity nor medical attention.
--- July 1969.June 1972
IN
[
. . . . . . . July 1972June 1973 120







Figure 3. Incidence of acute conditions requiring activity restriction only or medical attention only per 100persons per year, by color,
White All Other
COLOR AND FAMILY INCOME
family income, education of head of family, and employment status of persons 17 years and over.
1973-June 1974 is the highest during the 13
years.
Table E and figures 2 and 3 have been
prepared to examine the relationship in the
incidence rates by the measures of impact of the
conditions and several demographic
characteristics not ordinarily presented in these
acute condition reports. The purpose of this
examination is to see whether the decline in
incidence rates beginning with data collected in
January 1973 was caused by a reduction of
reporting of acute conditions by some segments
of the population or whether the requirement
that an acute qondition must have been
medically attended or activity restricting has
accounted for some portion of the decline. The
method of doing this has been to obtain average
annual incidence rates for the three years, July
1969-June 1970, JuIy 1970-June 1971, andJuly
1971-June 1972, in each of which the incidence
rate exceeded 200 cases per 100 persons per
year. The information in tabIe E is summarized
in figures 2 and 3. As expected the incidence
rates for JuIy 1973-June 1974 were at a lower
level; but the distribution of rates assumes the
same- general pattern as that for JuIy 1969-June
1972 for the total
these data suggests
incidence. Examination
that the Iower estimate
of
of
the incidence rate of acute conditions during the
current year cannot be associated with any
particular segment of the population. Also, it
does not appear that there has been any
appreciable reduction in medical attention or
activity restriction that would account for the
lower incidence rate.
Based on data in tables A and E, the fall in
the incidence of acute illnesses and injury
appears to have occurred throughout the
civilian, noninstitutionalized population. It will
be of particukir interest to see whether the
incidence rates return to their previous levels
beginning with data for January 1975 or
continue to folIow the recent pattern, since the
condition supplement used during 1973 and
1974 is no Ionger required.
In general the incidence of acute conditions
per 100 persons per year followed the usual
pattern in declining with advancing age (table 5
and figure 4). However, the difference in rates
by sex that is usually present in these data was
not present in this year’s incidence rates. During
each of the years in table A except the current
one, the incidence rate for females exceeded
that for males by a substantial margin. However,
during the current year there was ordy a small
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Figure 4. i nciden.ce of acute conditions per 100 persons per year
by sex and age.
difference of this size can be explained by
sampling variability.
The average duration of restricted activity
and bed disability per condition rose with
increasing age (tables B, 6, and 7). Acute
conditions for persons 65 years and over caused
14.2 days of restricted activity and 5.5 days in
bed per acute condition compared with 3.6 and
1.6 days, respectively, for children under 6
years.
Acute illnesses or injuries caused 4.9 days
lost from school per child 6-16 years of age
(table 8). Respiratory illnesses caused 3.0 of
these days away from school.
The incidence rate of acute conditions
among currently employed persons, that is,
persons who worked or had a job or business at
any time during the 2 weeks prior to the week
of interview, was 144.4 per 100 such persons per
year (table 9). These acute conditions caused
355.8 days lost from work per 100 currently
employed persons per year, with an average
duration per condition of 2.5 days (table 10).
GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION
The incidence of acute illnesses and injuries
per 100 persons per year was higher in the
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSA)
than outside metropolitan areas (table 11).
Following the usual pattern, persons living on
farms outside SMSA’S had the lowest incidence
rates. Figure 5 shows the distribution of
incidence rates by age for each place of
residence. The unusual age-specific rates for
farm residents aged 15-44 years of age may be
due to chance variability in rates. There was no
substantial difference in rates of restricted
activ’ity and bed disablity due to acute
conditions between residents of SMSA’S and
nonfarm areas, but the rates for farm residents
were somewhat lower than those for residents
of SMSA’S and nonfarm areas (tables 12 and
13).
Respiratory conditions accounted for about
half of all acute conditions among residents of
metropolitan areas and nonfarm areas outside
SMSA’S. About three of each five conditions
reported by farm residents were respiratory
conditions (table 14). Acute respiratory
conditions caused fewer disability days per 100
persons per year among farm residents than in
the other places of residence (tables 15 and 16).
The incidence rate of acute conditions
followed the usual pattern of being highest in
the West Region; acute conditions also caused
higher rates of disability days in the West Region
than elsewhere (tables 17-22). Figure 6 shows
that age-specific rates of acute conditions for the
o~
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Figure 5.1 ncidence of acute conditions per 100 persons per year





Figure 6. Incidence of acute conditions per 100 persons per yaar
by geographic region and age.
West Region did not follow the patte& common
to the other three regions; the rates in the West
Region were somewhat higher than in the other
regions for persons 25 years and over:..
Incidence rates of respiratory illness for the
West and North Central Regions were
substantially higher than for the other two
regions. Co&esp&dingly, disability days caused
by respiratory conditions were higher






Figure 7 shows that the incidence rates per
quarter for each quarter comprising the 12
months ending in June 1974 were among the
lowest in comparison with the corresponding
quarters in the other six years shown in the
figure. Tables 23 and 24 show that the peak in
the rate occurred in January-March 1974,
following the usual pattern. TabIes 25-28 show
rates of restricted activity and bed disability per
quarter. About a third of the disability days for
the year were experienced in the January-March
quarter. Tables 29 and 30 present seasonal rates
of respiratory conditions and injuries.
1937 19S8 1%9 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974
Figure 7. Incidence of acute conditions per 100 persons per quarter by condition group.
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TABLE 1. INCIDENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS, PERCENT DISTRIBUTION, ANO NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER 100 PERSONS
PFC yFAQ, C!Y Cflh’C?l TTnN GROUP, ACCO?OING TO SEX: UN ITEO ST4T5S, JULY 1=173-JUNE IQ74
[Data arc based m housebcdd int,mi.ws of tbc civilian, nOninstitutiOml~ed population. The SUWCYdesign, general qualifications, and information on tbc reliability Of the
estimates am given in appendix 1. Definitions of terms are given in appmdix II]
*EL!_+E
INCIDENCE OF ACUTE
CONDITIONS I N THOUSANOS
CON OITION GROUP
NUMBER OF ACUTE CON-
DITIONS PER 100PERCENT
DISTRIBUTION PERSONS PER YEAR














































































































COMMON CHILOHOOO DISEASES --------
VIRIJS , N .o. S.----------— ________
oTHER ‘INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC























































IN FL UENZA-----— -----------------
INFLUENZA WITH OIGESTIVE
MA NIFESTATI ONS-–----— --------
OTHER INFLUENZA--—-------—---
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS -----
































OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS --------








FUNCTIONAL ANO SYMPTOMATIC UPPER
GASTROINTESTINAL OISOROERS,
N .E c.----–— -------------------
OTHER OIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CO NO I T1 ON S----–---------------–-
INJUR I E S-—-------------— ---------
FRACTURES, DISLOCATIONS, SPRAINS,
AN O STRAIN S––— -----------------
FRACTURES ANO OISLOCATIONS—---
SPRAINS ANO STRAINS--—-—----
OPEN WOUNOS ANO LACER ATIONS ------
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
INJURIES ------------------------










































































































ALL OTHER ACUTE CON OITIONS-–-—---–
01 SEASES OF THE EPR---------—-—
HE A OAC HE S-—------–--------——--
GENITOURINARY OISOROERS---------–
OEL IV ERIES ANO OISOROERS OF
PREGNANCY ANO THE PUERPERIUV----
OISEASES OF THE SKI N–----–-----—
01 SEASES OF THE MU SCULOSKELETAL
SYSTEM ----—-—------------–--—








NOTE: ExCLUOEO FROM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CONDITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOR MEOICAL
ATTENTION.
N. O. S.--NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO; N. E. C.--NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED.
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TABLE 2. DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY ASSOCIATED !41TH ACUTE CONDITIONS AND DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 100
PE~SONS PER YEAR, BY SEX AND CCI*19?TION GRllllP: UNITED STATES, JULY 1973-JUNE 1974
[Data arc based on ho.schold interviews of the civilian, nrminstitutionaliied population. Th. survey design, gcneml qualifications, and information on the reliability of the
estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix H]
CONDITION GROUP
ALL ACUTE CON DITIONS----—--
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC OISEASES—-
COMMON CHILDHOOD DISEASES----—--
VI RLIS, N-o. s.-—------—----------
OTHER INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC
DISEASE S—----------------------




CoNO I T IONS---------------——-
IN F L U ENZ A--—-—------------—---
INFLUENZA h’ITH OIGESTIVE
MAN IF E STAT I @NS------—-----—-
OTHER INFLUENZA—-----------—-
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS -----
P NEUMON I A-—----------------—-
ERONCH IT I S-----------— --------
OTHER RESPIRATORY Condition S—-
CIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS --------
DENTAL COND ITI ON S-----------——-
FUNCTIONAL ANO SYMPTOMATIC UPPER
GASTROINTESTINAL DISORDERS,
N . E. c.----—------—--—-—— -----
OTHER DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CON D IT 10N S--- —-----------------
I NJU R I E S—-———--—-— --—----
FRACTURES, DISLOCATIONS, SPR21NSS
A NO STRA IN S--—-------— --------
FRACTURES ANO OISLOCATIONS——
SPRAINS AND STRAINS--—-----—-
OPEN IIOUNOS ANO LACERATION S—----
CONTUSIONS AND SUPERFICIAL
I NJ U RI E S---------------------—-
OTHER CURRENT INJURIES-—---—
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS------—-
DISEASES OF THE EAR-------—-—-
HEADACHE S---——-—----—--——-
GEN ITOURI NARY 01 SORDERS— --------
OEL IV ERIES ANO oISOROERS OF
PREGNANCY ANO THE PUERPERIUP—--
01 SEASES OF THE SKI N----------—-
DISEASES OF THE MUSCULOSKELETAL
S YST EM---—--—-------—--—
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS -------













































































































DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY
















































































NDTE: N. O. S.--NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIED: N. E. C.--NOT ELSEUHERE CLASSIFIED.
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TABLE 3. DAYS OF BED DISABI LITY ASSOCIATED WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS ANO OAYS OF BEO OISA81LITY PER 100 PERSCNS
PER YEAR . @Y SEX ANO CONC)ITION GROUP: UN ITEO STATES, JULY 19j’3-JuNE 1974
[Data are based on household intewiews of the civilian, noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the reliability of tbe
estimates arc given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix 11]
CONOITION GROUP
ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS------—-
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC OISEASES—-
COMMON CHILCHOOO OISEASES---—--
VIRUS, N .0 .S ---------------------
OTHER INFECTIVE ANO PARASI TIC
O IS EASE S—----------------------
RESP1 RATORY CONO IT ION S-------------




IN FLU EN ZA------------------------
INFLUENZA WITH DIGESTIVE
MAN IF E STA T 10N S-------------—-
OTHER IN FLUENZA ----------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CCNOITION%—-
P NEUMON I A---—-—----–----—---
BRONCHI TIS--—-------— --------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS---
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CO NO IT ION S--------
OENTAL CONDITIONS-----— ---------
FUNCTIONAL ANO SYMPTOMATIC UPPER
GASTROINTESTINAL OISOROERS,
N . E . C .----––-— -----------------
OTHER OIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CO ND IT ION S---— -----------------
INJU R I E S---------------------------
FRACTURES, DISLOCATIONS, SPRAINS,
ANO STRA IN S---------------------
FRACTURES ANO OISLOCATIONS— —-
SPRAINS ANO STRAINS ------------




ALL OTHER ACUTE CONOI TIONS ---------
01 SEASES OF THE EAR---—--—----
HE A OACHE S—-----------------—---
GEN I TOUR I NARY 01 SOROERS--------—
DELIVERIES ANO DISOROERS OF
PREGNANCY AND THE PUERPERIUM----
OISEASES OF THE SK I N-—--------—
OISEASES OF THE MUSCULOSKELETAL
S YSTEM-----——----— -----------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CCNOITIONS -------
II I
BOTH
SEXES II MALE I FEMALE












































































































SEXES II MALE I FEMALE
OAYS OF BEO DISABILITY










































































































NOTE: N. O. S.--NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO; N. E. C.--NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED.
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TABLE 4. INCIDENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS ANO NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR, BY MEASURES OF
THE IMPACT OF ILLNESS, SEX, AND CONDITION GROUP: UNITEO STATES, JULY 1973-JUNE 1974
[flat. am based on houscboId interviews of the civilian, noninstit.tiomlized population. The survey design, gcnerd q.ahfbtions, and information on the reliability of the
estimates are given in appendix I. Dcfkitions of terms are given in appendix II]
MEASURES OF THE IMPACT OF ILLNESS
3EE!EIE
NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS
PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR
MEDICALLY
ATT ENDEO ACTIVITY
ANO ACT IV- RESTRICT-
ITY RE- ING ONLY
STRICTING




BOTH SEXES INCIOENCE OF ACUTE CONOIT IONS
I N THOUSANOS


















































































































































































ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS- 31,278
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC






CON O IT ION S——-—----
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CON 01T IONS-----------—-



































































NOTE: EXCLUOEO FROM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CONDITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOR HE OICAL
ATTENTION.
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TABLE 5. INCIOENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS ANO NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR, BY AGE,
<~X, Ahlo CONO[TI17)J GRIJIJP: UNITEO ~Tt.TES, Jlgl Y 1973 -. I*INF 1974
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutionalizcd population. Tbc survey design, genend qualifications, and information on the reliabili-
ty of the estimates are given in appendix 1. Definitions of terms are given in appendix II]












INCIOENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS
I N THOUSANDS
NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER
100 PERSONS PER YEARBOTH SEXES






















































































































O I SEAS ES----------------
RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS---
UPPER RESPIRATORY



























ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS- 169.7
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC




































































































ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS- 174.1
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC
O I SEAS ES--------------–-
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ---
UPPER RESPIRATORY

























































NOTE : EXCLUOEO FROM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CONDITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOR MEDICAL
ATTENTION.
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TABLE 6. DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY ASSOCIATED WTH ACUTE CONDITIONS ANO DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 100
PERSONS PER YEdP , 9Y AGE. SEX, AND CONDITION GROUP: UN ITEO STATES. JULY 1973 -JLINE 1974
[Data arc based o. household interview of the civifian, noninstitutiondizcd population. The survey design, general qualifications, md information o. the reliability of the
estimates am given in appendix I. Definitions of terms arc given in appendix 11]
II I I I
UNOER 45
ALL 6 6-16 17-44 YEARS
AGES YEAPS YEARS YEARS G OVER
UNOEP 45
ALL 6 6-16 17-+4 YEARS
AGES YEAF. S YEARS YEARS & OVEF
SEX ANO CONDITION GROUP
II I 1 I
OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY IN THOUSANDS
oAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY
PER 100 PERSONS PER YEARBOTH SEXES









































































































































ALL ACUTE CONOI TIONS- 855.8
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC










































































































CON D IT 10N S--—-——- 164.1
174.1INFLUENZA—--—-—-—-
oTHER RESPIRATORY











ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS- 984.1
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC











































TABLE 7. i7AYS OF BED DISABILITY ASSOCIATE WITH ACU7E CONDITIONS ANO OAYS OF BEO DISABILITY PER 100 PERSONS PER
YEAR. BY AGF. SEX. ANO CONOITION GROUP: UNITEO STATES. JULY 1973-JUNE 1974
[ flat. xre based cm houscho]d interviews of the civilian, noninstituticma] imd population. ‘he survey design, general qualifications, and information on tbe reliability of the
cstlmtics are given m appendix 1.”Dkinltions of terms are given in appendix II]
SEX ANO CO NO ITI@N GROUP
OAYS OF BEO DISABILITY PEQ

































































































































CONO IT ION S-----—----
IN FL UENZA -------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY









































































































































































TABLE 8. DAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL ASSOCIATED WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS AND OAYS LOST FREtM SCHOOL PER 1!30
CHILOREN (6-16 YEARS) PER YEAR, BY SEX AND CONn_LTION Gf07UP: UNITED $TATFS, JULY 1973-JIINE 1974
[Dataare basedon householdinterviews ofthecivilian,no.instit.tionalized population.The sumey design,genemlq.alifications, andinfonnationo.
thedab~,ofthe estimatesaregivenin appendixI. Definitions ofterms=egivenin appendixII]
CONDITION GROUP
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS--——— ------
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC OISEASES——--—
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS——--—-— -------





ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS------————
BOTH
SEXES MALE FEMALE






























DAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL PER




















TABLE 9. INCIDENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS AMONG CURRENTLY EMPLOYEO PERSONS AND NUMBER OF ACUTE CON-
DITIONS PER 100 CURFENTLY EMPLOYEO PERSONS PER YEAR, BY AGE, SEX, AND CONOITION GROUP: UNITED
STATES. JULY 1973-JUNE 1974
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutirndked population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on
the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix.11]
—-
SEX ANO CONDITION GROUP
BOTH SEXES
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS -------------
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC OISEASES -------
RESPIRATORY C13NOITIONS-—---— ---------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ---------
INFLUENZA ----------------------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ---------
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS ------------
INJURIES -------------------------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS--— ---------
MALE
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS -------------
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC OISEASES -------
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS -----------------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ---------
INFLUENZA-—------------------------–
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ---------
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS ------------
INJURIES -------------------------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS---—-----—-
FEMALE
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS -------------
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC OISEASES -------
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS -----------------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ---------
INFLUENZA------— --------------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ---------
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS ------------
INJURIES------------------------–--—--





























































































NUMBEF. OF ACUTE CONDITIONS



















































































NOTE: EXCLUOEO FROM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CONDITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY
NOR MEOICAL ATTENTION.
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TABLE 10. DAYS LOST FROM hORK ASSOCIATED WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS AND OAYS LOST FROM WORK PER 100
CURRENTLY EMPLOYED PERSONS PER YEAR,BY AGE, SEX, AND CONDITION GROUP:
JUNF 1974
UNITED STATES, JULY 1973-
[Data are based on household irrtervicws of the civilian, noninstitutiondiied population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on
the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix II]
SEX ANO CONOITION GROUP
BOTH SEXES
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS---— --------




OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ---------
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS--— --------






INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC OISEASES----—-
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS---------— ------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ---------
INFLUENZA--------— ------------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ---------










UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ---------
INFLUENZA------—---—----—---------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS---—----
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS ------------
INJURIES----—-----—----—-—----—--
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS---—-— -----
I
ETEl!E








































































































































































TABLE 11. INCIDENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS AND NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER 100 PERSoNS PER YEAR,, By
PLACE OF RESIDENCE, SEX. AND AGE: UNITED STATES. JULY 1973-JUNE 1974
[Data are based o. household interviews of the civikm, noninstit.tionalized population. The survey design, ge&ral qwdifkiations, and information on the reli-
ability of the estimates are given in appendix L Deftitions of term are given in appendix II]
SEX ANO AGE
=






AREAS N13NFAfW I FARM
NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER
100 PERSONS PER YEARBOTH SEXES IN THOUSANOS



































































































45 YEARS AND OVER ------
45-64 YEARS— --------




















































45 YEARS AND OVER ------
45-64 YEARS----—----































































































45 YEARS ANO OVER ------
45-64 YEARS ----------












































NOTE : EXCLUDED FROM THESE STATISTICS
MEOICAL ATTENTION.
ARE ALL CONDITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOR
24
TABLE 12. DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY ASSOCIATE WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS ANO OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY
PER 100 PERSONS PER YFA~, RY PI ACE OF RESIDENCE. SEX, U’n AGE: UNITEO STATES, JULY 1973-JUNE 1974
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutionaked population. The survey design, genexd qualifications; and information on the rcli-
ability oftheestimates aregiveninappendix I.DefWltionsof tennsaregiven inappendmII]
OUTSIDE SMSA
ALL ALL
AREAS SMSA NONFARM FARM
SEX ANO AGE
OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY
IN THOUSANOS
OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER








45 YEARS ANO OVER ------
45-64 YEARS ----------
65 YEARS ANO OVER--—




















































































































45 YEARS ANO OVER------
45-64 YEARS— --------
65 YEARS AND OVER----









45 YEARS AND OVER------
45-64 YEARS-----—---
65 YEARS AND OVER--—






















































































































































TABLE 13. DAYS OF BED DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS AND DAYS OF BED DISABILITY PER 100
PEQSDNS ~ER YEAR, BY PLACE OF. RESIf)ENLF. SEX. ANO AGE: UNITED ST&TFS, .JUIY 1973-JUNE 19?’4
[Data are based on household in tcrviews of the civilian, noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the reli-
ability of theestimates aregiven in appendix I. Definitions of tcrmsare given inappendix II]
ALL
AREAS
SEX AND AGE ALL
AREAS
, ,
DAYS DF BED DISABILITY
IN THOUSANOS
OAYS OF BED DISABILITY PER 100
BOTH SEXES PERSONS PER YEAR
ALL AGES ---------




45 YEARS ANO OVER ------
45-64 YEARS— --------
65 YEARS AND OVER----






































































































45 YEARS ANO OVER ------
45-64 YEARS ----------
65 YEARS AND OVER----









45 YEARS AND OVER ------
45-64 YEARS ----------
65 YEARS ANO OVER----











































































































































































TABLE 14. INCIDENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS ANO NUMEJER OF ACUTE CCNDITI@NS PER 100 PERSCNS PER YEAR, BY PLACE OF
PESIOENCE, SEX, 4N0 CflNOITION GROUP: UN ITEO STATES, JULY l’973-JUNr lq74
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilim, noninstitutiomlizcd pop.htim. The survey dcsi~, gcncml qualifications, and information on the rclhbility of the
estimates arc given in appendix I. Definitions of tcnns are given in appendix11]
SEX ANO CONOITION GROUP
OUTSIDE SMSA
ALL ALL
AREAS SMSA NONFARM FARM







NUMBER OF ACIJTE CONDITIONS PE?
100 PERSONS PER YEARBOTH SEXES IN THOUSANDS

























































































































































































INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC OISEASES--
RESPIRATORY CONDITION So----------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS----
IN FLUE N ZA——-——----–-——---
OTHER RESPIRATORY CO NO IT IONS----




OPEN WOUNOS ANO LACERATIONS——
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
I NJUR I E S----------------— -----
OTHER CURRENT INJ UR I ES—--——-









ALL ACUTE CONOIT IONS--—--— 119,996
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC OISEASES--
RESPIRATORY CONDITION S------------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONO IT IONS——
1 NFL UENZA-----—-—--—— -----
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS----
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONOITIONS——---
INJ UR I E S-—-—---——-----——-—
FRACTURES, DISLOCATIONS,
SPRAINS, A NO STRAIN S---——----
oPEN HOUNDS AND LACERATION S-----
CONTUSIONS AND SUPERFICIAL
INJUR I E S----------------— -----
OTHER CURRENT INJURI ES----—-—































































ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS-——--- 132,144
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC OISEASES--
RESPIRATORY CONDITI ONS-----— -----
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS--—
INFLUENZA--——------— —--—
OTHER RESPIRATORY CO ED IT IONS----
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONOITIONS—-——
1 NJUR I E S —-—-—-——--—--—--—-
FRACTURES. OISLCCATIONS.
SPRA INS, AND STRAINS-———-
OPEN WOUNOS AND LACERATIONS—---
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
I NJUR I E S---—--------———---
OTHER CURRENT INJUR I ES—---—---



















































TABLE 15. DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY ASSOCIATE WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS ANO OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 100
PER SCNS PER YEAR, BY PLACE CF RESIn ENCE, SEX, ANO CONOITION GROUP: LV41TE0 STATES, JULY 1973-JUNE 1974
[Data arc based On hcmxhold ,nt.rwews of the avili.n, n“nmstituti~na~icd ppu~ti~n. The =WCY desi~, generaI qwlifi=tions, and in formaticm m the reliability of the
cstirnaks arc gwm in appmdix 1. De finitimu of terms are given in appendix II]
SEX ANO CONOIT ION GROUP
BOTH SEXES
ALL ACUTE CON OPT IONS --------
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC OISEASES--
RESPIRATORY CON DITIONS ------------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CO NO ITIONS----
lNFLUENZA------——------— -----
OTHER RESPIRATORY CO NO IT IONS----
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CO NO IT ION S-------
!NJURIES--—---—--—---— --------
FRACTURES, DISLOCATIONS,
SPRAINS, ANO STRAIN S-----------
OPEN WOUNOS AND LACE RAT ION S—---
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
INJURIES -----------------------
OTHER CURRENT INJ URI ES----------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CON OPT IO NO--------
MALE
ALL ACUTE CON OITIONS-----—-
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC OISEASES--
RESPIRATORY CON DITIONS ------------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CO NO IT IONS----
INFLUENZA -----------------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS----
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CO NO IT ION S-------
INJURIES---------— —--------—---
FRACTURES, DISLOCATIONS,
SPRAINS, ANfi STRAIN S-----------
OPEN WOUNOS AND LACERATION S—---
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
INJUR I ES----------------— -----
OTHER CURRENT INJURIES—------––
A,LL OTHER ACUTE CON OPT IONS --------
FEMALE
ALL ACUTE CON OPT IO NO--------
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC OISEASES--
RESPIRATORY CONDITION S-- —--------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS----
IN FL UENZA-----— ----------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CO NO IT IONS----
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITION S-------
INJURIES---------——–--—---—---
FRACTURES, DISLOCATIONS,
SPRAINS, ANO STRAIN S-----------
OPEN WOUNOS ANO LACER AT IONS-----
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
I NJU R I E S-–--—–-— -------------
OTHER CURRENT INJURIES ----------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CON OPT ION S--------
11 1 1































































































































































OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER






























































































































































TABLE 16. DAYS OF BED DISABILITY ASSOCIATED HITH ACUTE CONDITIONS AND, DAYS OF BED DISABILITY PER 100 PERSCINS PEP
YEAR. 8Y PLACE OF RESIOENCE. 5EX. ANO CONDIT19N .wnw: UN ITF9 ST4TES, JULY 1973-JuNE 1974
[Data me baaed on household interview of the tivifian, .cminstitutionafiid popufatiom The survey design, gcncrd qwlifiations, and infer’nution on the rcfiahility of the
estimates arc given in appendix L Dcfbitions of terms arc given in appndix fl]
SEX ANO CONOI TION GROUP
BOTH SEXES
ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS--—-—-









OPEN UOUNOS AND LACERATIONS——
CONTUSIONS AND SUPERFICIAL
I NJUR I ES--------—-—---—-—-
OTHER CURRENT INJ UR I ES——--—
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONOITIONS-——
HALE
ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS--—-—
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC 01 SEASES—







SPRA INS, AND STRAINS-——--
OPEN MOUNDS AND LACERATIONS——
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
I NJUR I ES-—--—--—-————
OTHER CURRENT INJURIES—-—-—
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS --------
FEMALE
ML ACUTE CONDITIONS-——---









OPEN IAOUNOS AND LACERATIONS—---
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
INJURIES—--— -—-—-——-
OTHER CURRENT I NJ URI E S—-——-
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS--——-



























































































































































































































































































































TABLE 17. INCIDENCE OF ACUTE CONOITIONS ANO NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR, @Y GECIGRAPHIC
REGION. SEX, ANO AGE: UN ITEO STATES, JULY 1973-JUNE 1974
[D.t. are based on hcmscbo[d interview Of the civilian, nmunstit.ticm.lized population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the rdiability of the
estimates arc :ivm in appmclix I. Dcfinitlom of terms are give” in appcmlix 11]
ALL NOR.TH- NORTH
REGIONS EAST CENTRAL SOUTH WEST
ALL NORTH- NORTH
?EGIONS EAST CENTRAL SOUTH WESTSEX AND AGF
INCIDENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS
IIY THOUSANOS
NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER 100
PERSONS PER YEARBOTH SEXES

















































UNOER 5 YE AD S---------
5-14 ‘i EAR S------------
15-24 YEAR S-----------
25-44 YEAR S—---------
45 YEhRS AND OVER -----
45-64 YEA RS---------






































































ALL AGE S-------- 169.7




45 YEANS ANO OVER -----
45-64 YE AD S---------





































































































































































































UNOER 6 YEAR S---------
6-16 YEAR S------------





ALL AGE S-------- 174.1
UNOER 5 YEA AS---------
5-14 YEAR S------------
15-24 YEARS -----------
25-44 YE AD S -----------
45 YEARS ANO OVER -----
45-64 YE AR S-------—








UN OER 6 YEA RS---------





NOTE : EXCLUCEO FROM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CONDITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOR MEDICAL
ATTENTION.
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TA8LE 18. DAYS CF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY ASSOCIATE WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS AND DAYS @F RESTFICTEEJ ACTIVITY PER 100
pEq SONS PER YEAR, BY GEOGRAPHIC REGION. SEX* lNo AGE: UN ITEO STATES, JULY 1973-JUNE 1974
I Data arc based cm household interviews of the civilian. noninstitutionaked goDulxtion. TIK survcv desicn, zeneral q“fi,lications, and in furmaticm on the reliability Of the
SEX ANO AGE
BOTH SEXES
AL I- AGES --------
UNDER 5 YEAR S---------
5-14 YEA RS- —---------
15-24 YEAR S—---------
25-44 YEAR S—---------
45 YEARS ANO OVER -----
45-64 YEA RS---------
65 YEARS AND OVER---
UNDER 6 YEA RS---------




UNOER 5 YEA AS---------
5-14 Y EAR S- —-—------
15-24 YEARs -----------
25-44 YEAR S-----------
45 YEARS ANO OVER -----
45-64 YEARS-----—-






UNOER 5 YEAR S---------
5-14 Y EAR S--—---—---
15-24 Y EAR S-—------—
25-44 YEARS -----------
45 YEARS ANO OVER -----
45-64 YEARS ---------
65 YEARS ANO OVER---
UNOER 6 YEARS-— ------
6-16 YEARS-—-———-
17-44 YEAR S-----------
estimates arc given in .appcndix I.’D;finitions of terms & giv;n” i; appcn&x 11]
ALL NORTH- N03T H
REGIONS EAST CENTRAL SOUTH WEST

































































































































REGIONS EAST CENTPAL SOUTH WEST








































































































































































TABLE 19. DAYS (?F BED DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS ANO OAYS OF BEO 01 SA61LITY PER 100 DERSONS PER
YFAR. BY GE13GRrsPHIC kEGION, SEX, ANO A,GE: UNITED STATES, JULY 1973-JuNE 1974
[Data are based O. h.usehdd interviews of the civilian, nonimtitutimmlized pqndatkm. Th. survey design, gcncraf quditicatio~, ~d information cm the reIiabifity of the
estimates arc given in qqxmfix 1. Definitions o{ terms are given in appendix U]
.— —._ =_
II I I I II I I
ALL NORTH- NORTH
REGIONS EAST CENTRAL SOUTH WEST
OAYS OF BEO DISABILITY IN THOUSANOS
ALL NORTH- NORTH
?EGIONS EAST CENTRAL SOUTH WESTSEX ANO AGE
OAYS OF BEO DISABILITY PER 100
PERSONS PER YEARBOTH SEXES
J














































































































45 YEARS ANO OVER—––-
45-64 YE AR S--–-—---













































































6-16 YEAR S- —--–—---–
17-44 YEARS -----------
MALE
ALL AGE S-–—-––- 357.8
UNDER 5 YEAR S–--—---
5-14 YEAR S----–-––—--
15-24 YE ARS-----—---
25-44 YEAR S ------—---
45 YEARS ANO OVER---–-
45-64 YEA RS---------
65 YEARS ANO OVER---
UNOER 6 YEARS–-–———
6-16 YEAR S-—-----—-–






































































































45 YEARS ANO DVER—----
45-64 YEAR S--–-—---
65 YEARS ANO OVER---
UNOER 6 YEA RS---—-—





















































TABLE 20. INCIDENCE OF ACUTE CCINOITICNS AND NUMBER OF ACUTE CVNOITIONS PE% 109 PERSONS PE? YEAP., BY Geographic kEGION, SEX,
ANO cONDITII?V GROUP: UN ITEQ SThTES. JULY l?73-JIJhlE lW’4
[DacI arc bawd on household interviews of th. civilian. .O.i.stituti... fd..d population. Th. WVCY dcsiqm wncml q.rdifimtmns, and in fwnmtirm on :hc rcliabzhty of the cstimatm arc gi,cn i“ ap
pcndix I. Definitions of terms arc gwcn in zppcndix 11]




01 SE ACES—------—----— --------




OIGFSTIVE SYSTEM CONOI TIONS—----
INJ URI ES—---------—--—-——--
FRACTURES, DISLOCATIONS,
SPRAINS. ANO STRA INS--——-—-








01 SE bS ES--—--—---—-------—--
RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS—-——--
Up PER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS---
IN FLU ENZA-------— -------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS—-
oIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS ------
1 NJUR I ES-----—-------— ---------
FRACTURES, DISLOCATIONS ,
SPRAINS, ANO STRAIN S--———--
OPEN WOUNOS ANO LACERATION S----
CONTUS1ONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
INJURIES--—-------— ---------
OTHER CURRENT INJURIES ---------










INJ UR I ES-—-—---—-—-—-----—-
FRACTURES, DISLOCATIONS,
SPRAINS, ANO STRA INS——-—-
OPEN HOUNOS ANO LACERATIONS——
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
INJURIES--—-----——--——
OTHER CURRENT INJURI ES-——-—
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONOIT IONS-----—
ALL NORTH- NORTH ALL NORTH- NORTH
REGIONS EAST CENTRAL SOUTH i+EST REGIONS EfIST CENTRAL SOUTH WES?
lNCIOENCE OF ACUTE CnNOITIONS NUMBER f!F ACUTE CONDITIONS PER 10iJ













































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: EXCLUOEO FROM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CONDITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOR PEOICAL ATTENTION.
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TABLE 21. DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIV1 T’7 ASSOCIATED WITH AcUTE CONOITIONS AND CIAYS DF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 100 PERSDNS PER
Y’i AR. BY GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON, SEX, A-d? Ctik DITION GROUP : IJNITCII STATES, JULY 1973-JUNE 1974
Il)m, are bawl on IK,U., ht,l.1Imwrwcwsof the civilian, noninstitutionalkd population. Thc survey design, gcncnd qualifications, and in fornu.tion o. the reliability of the c$timatcs arc given in ap-
p.ndi. 1. Dcrinitions “r tcmu arc :ivm in ~ppc”djx III
SEX AND CnNOITION GROUP
BOTH SEXES
ALL ACUTE CONOIT ION S-------
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC
01 SE AS ES-- —----------------------
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ----------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS---
1 NFL UFNZ A----—-----— ----------
LITh ER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS—-
OIGFSTIVE SYSTEW CONDITIONS ------
1 NJ UK I ES--------------— ---------
FRACTURES. OISLCCATICSS,
SPRAINS, ANO STRA IN S----------
OPEN WOUNOS ANO LACE RAT IONS----
CONTUS1ONS 4N0 SUPERFICIAL
IhJUKIES ----------------------
OTHER CURRENT lNJURIES-—— ------
ALL OTHFR ACUTE CONDITION S-------
MALE
ALL ACUTE CChOITIONS -------
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC
OISEASFS----— ------------------
RESP1 RATORY CONDITIONS -----------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS—-
1 NFLUEN Z A--— ------------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS---
OIGFSTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS ------
INJURIES------------— -----------
FGACTURES, DISLOCATIONS.
SPRAINS. A NO 5TRA IN S----------
OPEN !40UNOS ANO LAcE RAT loNs--——
CONTUS1ONS AND SUPERFICIAL
INJURIES---------—-----—---
OTHER CURRENT INJURI ES---------
ALL DTHER ACUTE CCNOIT IONS -------
FEMALE
ALL ACUTE CONOIT ION S-------
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC
O I S EAS E S-- —-------— -----------
RESPIRATORY CONOIT ION S---— ------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS—-
1 NFL UENZ A--— ------------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS---
OIGFSTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS----
I NJ UR I ES-----—-----——-— --------
FRACTURES, DISLOCATIONS.
SPRAINS , A NO STRA IN S----—--—
OPEN WOUNDS ANrJ LACERATIONS----
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
INJuRIES--—-———------—--
OTHER CURRENT I NJURI ES---------





EAST CENTRAL SOUTH wEST
II I I





































































































































































































ALL NORTH- NOR TH
:EGIONS EAST CENTRAL SOUTH WEST









































































































































































































TABLE 22. DAYS OF BED DISABILI TY AS SCCIATEO WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS ANO OAYS OF BEO DISABILITY PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR, eY GEO-
GRAPHIC REGICN, SEX, ANO CONOITION GROUP: UNITEO STATES, JULY 19 T3-JUNE 19T4
[ht. arc bmcd m household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutimrdkctl population. The SUWC?dcsi:n, general qualifications, and information ,.m the reliability uf the cstinutm arc ::i\cn in .IP.
pcndi. 1. Dcfinilitms of terms .wc :iwm in appcndis 11]
=T=T==r=T=ALL II NORTH-REGIONS EASTSEX ANO CONOITION GROUP
OAYS OF BEO DISABILITY PEF 100 PERSONS
PEP YEd#BOTH SEXES OAYS OF BED OISASILITY IN THOUSANOS







































































































































































OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONO1710NS---—- 20. (
65.1I NJ UR I ES—--—---—— ---------
FRACTURES, DISLOCATIONS,
SPRAINS, ANO STRAINS-------—-







OTHER CURRENT INJURIES-— ------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONOITIONS--—--- 65.1
MALE
ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS-----— 35T. i
INFEC71VE ANO PARAS171C











































































































































OPEN UOUNOS ANO LACERAT IONS--—
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
I NJuR I ES----—-——----—---






ALL OTHER ACUTE CONOITIONS--—--- 36.0
FEMALE
ALL ACUTE CONOIT ION S-—---- 440.1












































































I NJ URI ES—-—-———--—-—-—---
FRACTURES, OISLOCA710NS,
SPRAINS, AND STRA INS------—--
OPEN HOUNOS ANO LACERA710NS—--
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
IkJUR IE S—----——--—-—-
OTHER CURRENT INJURI ES-— ------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONOIT 10 NO------- 92.2
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TABLE 23. INCIDENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER QUARTER AND NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER 100 PERSONS PER
QUARTER, BY SEX AND AGE: LINITEO STATES, JULY 1973-JUNE 1974
[Data arc based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutionaiized population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the reli-









45 YEARS ANO OVER ------
45-64 YEARS ----------










45 YEARS ANO OVER-—---
45-64 YEARS----—----










45 YEARS AND OVER ------
45-64 YEARS ----------
















































































































































JULY- ocTo8ER- JANUARY- APRIL-
SEPTEMBER OECEMBER MARCH JUNE







































































































































NOTE: EXCLUDEO FROM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CONDITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOR
MEOICAL ATTENTION.
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TABLE 24. INCIDENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER WARTER AND NUMBER W ‘ACUTE CONDITIONS PER 100 PERSONS PER
OUARTER, RY SEX AND CIINDITION GROUP: UN13GD STATES, JULY 19?3-JIINE 1974
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutiondized population. The survey design, gened quafitktions, and information on the reliabdi-
ty of the estimates me gi.,en in appendix 1. Definitions of terms are given in appendix 11]
SEX ANO CONOITION GROUP
JULY- OCTOBER- JANUARY– APRIL-







INCIDENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER 100
PERSONS PER QUARTERBOTH SEXES IN THOUSANDS




























































































































































































































































NOT E: EXCLUDEO FROM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CONDITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOR
MEOICAL ATTENTION.
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TABLE 25. ,DAYS DF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY ASSOCIATE WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS PER QUARTER ANO OAYS OF
RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 100 PERSCNS PER QUARTER, bY SEX ANO AGE: UNITEO STATES, JULY 1973-JUNE 1974
[Data are based on household interviews of the civi!km, noninstituticmaliz.d population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the reli.
ability of the estimates arc given in appendix I. Definition of terms are given in appendix 11]
JULY- OCTOBER- JANuARY– APRIL–
SEPTEMBER OECEMBER MARCH JUNE
CPYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY
SEX ANO AGE
DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 100
PERSONS PER QUARTERBOTH SEXES
ALL AGES ---------




45 YEARS ANO OVER—----
45-64 YEARS---------–










45 YEARS ANO OVER-—---
45-64 YEARS--——----






























































































































































































45 YEARS ANO OVER ------
45-64 YEARS ----------
65 YEARS AND OVER----










































































TABLE 26. DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY ASSOCIATED WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS PER QuARTER AND DAYS DF RESTRICTED
ACTIVITY PER 100 PERSONS PER QUARTER, BY SEX ANO CONOITION GROUP: UNITED STATES, JULY 1973-JUNE 1974
[Data are based on ho.sehoId interviews of the civilian, noninstit.tionalized population. The suwcy design, general qualifications, and information on the rcliabifi-
ty of the estimates are givm in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appcndlx 11]














































JULY- OCTOBER- JANUARY- APRIL-
SEPTEMBER OECEHBER MARCH JUNE




























































































































































































































TABLE 27. IJAYS OF BEO DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS PER QUARTER
DISABILITY PER 100 PERSONS PER QUARTER, BY SEX ANO AGE:
ANO DAYS OF BED
UNITEO STATES, JULY 1973-JUNE 1974
[Data are based on ho.sebold interviews of the civifian, noninstitutionaIized popuhtion. The survey design, genemf qualifications, and information on the reli-
abWy of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendm II]
SEX ANO AGE
JULY- OCTOBER- JANuARY– APRIL-







OAYS OF BEO Disability
IN THOUSANDS
OAYS OF BEO DISABILITY PER 100







































45 YEARS AND OVER ------
45-64 YEARS-—–—----



















































































































45 YEARS AND OVER ------
45-64 YEARS----—----
65 YEARS ANO OVER----



















































































45 YEARS ANO OVER—----
45-64 YEARS———---























































TABLE 28. DAYS OF BED DISABILITY ASSOCIATE wITH ACUTE CONDITIONS PER QUARTER ANO OAYS OF BED DISABILITY
PER 100 PE?SONS PER CIUARTER, BY SEX ANO CON@ITIC!N GROUP: UNITED STATES, JULY 1973-JUNE 1974
[Data arebasedon householdinterviewsofthecivikn,noninstitutionaliiedpopulation.The surveydesign,generalqualifications,and informationon thereliabili-
tyofthcestimatesaregiveninappendixI.Definitionsoftennsarcgiveninappcndix11]
SEX ANO CONDITION GROUP
OAYS OF BED DISABILITY
IN THOUSANDS





































































































































































































































































TABLE 29. INCIDENCE OF ACUTE RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ANO ASSOCIATE DISABILITY DAYS PER QUARTER ANO
NUMBER PER 100 PERSCNS PER QUARTER, BY AGE: UNITEO STATES, JULY 1973–JUNE 1974
[Data are based cm household interviews of the civilian, “oninstitutio”alized popubtion. The survey desi:”, genera] qualifications, and information on the reli.
ability of the estimates are givm in .qpmdix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix 11]
I I I
JULY- OCTOBER– JANUARY- APRIL–
SEPTEMEER OECEMBER MARCH JUNE
INCIDENCE OF ACUTE RESPIRATORY
CONDITIONS IN THOUSANOS
28,272 55,926 75,369 29,51B
4,568 7,938 9,317 4,609
t,52S 14,972 23,648 6,975
5,522 10,566 14,022 5,844
7,50$ 13,189 16,808 7,394
3,744 9,261 11,573 4,696
2,892 6,885 8,927 3,413
E52 2,376 2,646 1,283
6,C23 9,757 11,776 4,929
6,355 15,651 25,300 8,252
12,150 21,257 26,719 11,640







NUMBER OF ACUTE RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS
PER 100 PERSONS PER QUARTER
ALL AGES----—--- 13.7 27.1 36.4 14.2
29.2 46.7 56.4 28.1
16.9 39.0 61.5 18.2
14.7 28.1 37.2 15.4
15.0 26.2 33.1 14.5
6.0 14.7 18.3 7.4
6.8 16.2 20.9 8.0
4.2 11.6 12.9 6.2
29.4 47.7 59.5 24.8
14.7 36.2 58.1 19.1
15.3 26.7 33.4 14.4




45 YEARS ANO OVER—--––
45-64 YEARS----—----




OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 100
IN THOUSANDS PERSONS PER QUARTER
60.9ALL AGES --------- 109*159 242,198 368,714 126,207 53.0 117.3 178.3




45 YEARS ANO OVER––-––-
45-64 YEARS-— -------




















































































i2AYS OF BEO DISABILITY OAYS OF BEO DISABILITY PER 10C









































45 YEARS ANO OVER ------
45-64 YEARS----—----












































NOTE: EXCLUOEO FROM THE INCIDENCE OATA ARE ALL CONDITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOR
MEOICAL ATTENTION.
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TABLE 30. INCIOENCE OF INJURIES lND ASSOCIATE DISABILITY OAYS PER QUARTER AND NUMBER PER 100 PERSONS
PER QUARTER, BY AGE: UNITEO STATES, JULY 1973-JUNE 1~74
[Data me based on household intcmiews of the civiian, noninstitutiomdiied population. The survey desiqn, general qualifications, and information on the reli-



















45 YEARS ANO OVER ------
JULY- OCTOBER- .IANUARY- APRIL-










CAYS OF BEO DISABILITY
IN THOUSANDS
34,15s 31,819 36,059 33,776
2,9C2 4,509 3,562 4,356
14,S27 16,B72 10,502 14!771
16,370 10,438 21,995 14,648
—
JULY- OCTOBER- JANUARY- APRIL-
SEPTEMBER DECEMBER MARCH JUNE
NUMBER OF INJURIES PER 100
PERSONS PER QUARTER






OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER
PERSONS PER QUARTER






OAYS OF BED DISABILITY PER 100
PERSONS PER QUARTER
16.6 15.4 17.4 16.3
5.2 8.1 6.5 8.0
17.0 19.2 11.9 16.6
26.0 16.6 34.7 23.1
NOTE: EXCLUDEO FROM THE INCIDENCE OATA ARE ALL CONDITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOR
MEOICAL ATTENTION.
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TABLE 31. POPULATION USEO IN OBTAINING RATES SHOWN IN THIS PUBLICATION, BY PLACE OF RESIOENCEt
GEOGRAPHIC REGION, SEX, AND AGE: ~NTTFn STATES, JULY 1973-JIJNE 1974
[Data arc based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on








45 YEARS ANO OVER ------
45-64 YEARS ----------










45 YEARS ANO OVER ------
45-64 YEARS ----------
65 YEARS AND OVER----









45 YEARS AND OVER ------
45-64 YEARS ----------

















































































































































































































































































NOTE: FOR OFFICIAL POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR MORE GENERAL USE, SEE BUREAU OF THE CENSUS REPORTS
ON THE CIVILIAN POPULATION OF THE UNITED STATES, IN CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS* SERIES P-20, P-25J
ANO P-60.
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TABLE 32. POPULATION OF CURRENTLY EMPLOYED PERSONS, BY SEX ANO AGE: UNITED STATES, JULY 1973-JUNE
1974
[Data are based on household intewiews of the civifian, noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, gerreralq.alifications, and information on
the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix II]
fiGE BOTH SEXES HALE FEMALE
17-44
ALL AGES-17 YEARS AND OVER-----——-— ------
YE ARS---—-------—------—----—----———---
Klii





NOTE: FOR OFFICIAL POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR MORE GENERAL USE, SEE BUREAU OF THE CENSUS REPORTS
ON THE CIVILIAN POPULATION OF THE UNITEO STATES, IN CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS, SERIES P-20, P-25,
AND P-60: ANO BUREAU OF LABCIR STATISTICS MONTHLY REPORT, EMPLOYMENT ANO EARNINGS.
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TABLE 33. POPULATION USED IN OBTAINING RATES SHOWN IN THIS PUBLICATION, BY QUARTER, SEX, AND AGE:
UNITEO STATES, JULY 1973-JUNE 1974
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutionalizcd population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on








45 YEARS AND OVER ----------------------------
45-64 YEARS----— --------------------------
65 YEARS AND OVER --------------------------









45 YEARS ANO OVER ----------------------------
45-64 YEARS --------------------------------
65 YEARS ANO OVER --------------------------









45 YEARS AND OVER ----------------------------
45-.54 YEARS --------------------------------
65 YEARS ANO OVER --------------------------




.IULY- OCTOBER- JANUARY- APRIL-







































































































































NOTE: FOR OFFICIAL POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR MORE GENERAL USE? SEE BUREAU OF THE CENSUS REPORTS




TECHNICAL NOTES ON METHODS
Background of This Report
This report is one of a series of statistical re-
ports prepared by the National Center for Health
Statistics (NCHS). It is based on information col-
lected in a continuing nationwide sample of
households in the Health Interview Survey (HIS).
The Health Interview Survey utilizes a ques-
tionnaire which obtains information on personal
and demographic characteristics, illnesses, in-
juries, impairments, chronic conditions, and other
health topics. As data relating to each of these
various broad topics are tabulated and analyzed,
separate reports are issued which cover one or
more of the specific topics. The present report
is based on data collected in household interviews
duringJuly 1973-June 1974.
The population covered by the sample for the
Health Interview Survey is the civilian, non-
institutionalized population of the United States
living at the time of the interview. The sample
does not include members of the Armed Forces
or U.S. nationals living in foreign countries. It
should also be noted th;t the estimates shown do
not represent a complete measure of any given
topic during the specified calendar period since
da~a are not-collect~d in the interview- for persons
who died during the reference period. For many
types of statistics collected in the survey, the
reference period covers the 2 weeks prior to the
interview week. For such a short period, the con-
tribution by decedents to a total inventory of
conditions or services should be very small. How-
ever, the contribution by decedents during a long
reference period (e.g., 1 year) might b e sizable,
especially for older persons.
Statistical Design of the
Health Interview Survey
General @an.-The sampling plan of the survey
follows a multistage probability design which per-
mits a continuous sampling of the civilian, non-
institutionalized population of the United States.
The sample is designed in such a way that the
sample of households interviewed each week is
representative of the target population and that
weekly samples are additive over time. This
feature of the design permits both continuous
measurement of characteristics of samples and
more detaiIed analysis of less common character-
istics and smaller categories of health-related
items. The continuous collection has administra-
tive and operational advantages as well as techni-
cal assets since it permits fieldwork to be handled
with an experienced, stable staff.
The overall sample was designed so that tabu-
lations can be provided for each of the four major
geographic regions and for urban and rural sectors
of the United States.
The first stage of the sample design consists of
drawing a sample of 376 primary sampling units
(PSU’S) from approximately 1,900 geographically
defined PSU’S. A PSU consists of a county, a
small group of contiguous counties, or a standard
metropolitan statistical area. The PSU’S collec-
tively cover the 50 States and the District of
Columbia.
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With no 10SSin general understanding, the re-
maining stages can be combined and treated in
this discussion as an ultimate stage. Within
PSU’S, then, ultimate stage units called segments
are defined in such a manner that each segment
contains an expected four households. Three
general types of segments are used.
Area segments which are defined geographically.
List segments, using 1970 census registers as the
frame.
Permits segments, using updated lists of building
permits issued in sample PSU’S since 1970.
Census address listings were used for all areas of
the country where addresses were well defined
and could be used to locate housing units. In gen-
eral the list frame included the larger urban areas
of the United States from which about two-thirds
of the HIS sample was selected.
The total HIS sample of approximately 12,000
segments yields a probability y sample of about
118,000 persons in 40,000 interviewed house-
holds in a year.
Descriptive material on data collection, field
procedures, and questionnaire development in the
HIS has been published as well as a detailed de-
scription of the sample designz and a report on
the estimation procedure and the method used
to calculate sampling errors of estimates derived
from the survey.3
Collection of data. –Field operations for the
survey are performed by the U.S. Bureau’ of the
1 ~atiod Gcnrm for He~th Statistics: Health surveY Prom
duse: concepts, questio-e development, and definitions in
the Health Interview Smvey. Vital and Health Statistics. PHS
Pub. No. 1000-Sesies l-No. 2. Public Health Service. Washing-
ton. U.S. Government Psinting Office, May 1964.
2u-s. Natio~ Hc~& Suey: The statistical design of the
health household interview smvey. Health Statktk PHS Pub.
No. 584A2. Public Health Smvice. Washington, D.C.,July 1958.
3Natio~ Centm for He~th Statistics: Estimation ad s~-
pling variance in the Health Interview Survey. Vital and Health
Statistics. PHS Pub. No. 1000-Series 2-No. 38. Public Health
Service. Washington. U.S. Government Psinting Office, June
1970.
Census under specifications established by the
National Center for Health Statistics. In accord-
ance with these specifications the Bureau of the
Census participates in survey planning, selects
the sample, and conducts the field interviewing
as an agent of NCHS. The data are coded, edited,
and tabulated by NCHS.
Estimatingprocedures. –Since the design of the
HIS is a complex multistage probability sample,
it is necessary to use complex procedures in the
derivation of estimates. Four basic operations are
involved:
1. Inflation by the reciprocal of the probability
of selection.—The probability y of selection is
the product of the probabilities of selection
from each step of selection in the design
(PSU, segment, and household).
2. IVonresponse adjustment.–The estimates are
inflated by a multiplication factor which has
as its numerator the number of sample house-
holds in a given segment and as its denonlina-
tor the number of households interviewed in
that segment.
3. First-stage ratio adjustment. –Sampling the-
ory indicates that the use of auxiliary informa-
tion which is highly correlated with the vari-
ables being estimated improves the reliability
of the estimates. To reduce the variability be-
tween PSU’S within a region, the estimates are
ratio adjusted to the 1970 populations within
12 color-residence classes.
4. Poststratification by age-sex-color.–The esti-
mates are ratio adjusted within each of 601age-
sex-color cells to an independent estimate of
the population of each cell for the survey
period. These independent estimates are pre-
pared by the Bureau of the Census. Both the
first-stage and poststratified ratio adjustments
take the form of multiplication factors applied
to the weight of each elementary unit (person,
household, condition, and hospitalization).
The effect of the ratio-estimating process is to
make the sample more closely representative of
the civilian, noninstitutionalized population by
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age, sex, color, and residence, which thereby re-
duces sampling variance.
As noted, each week’s sample represents the
population living during that week and charac-
teristics of the population. Consolidation of
samples over a time period, e.g., a calendar quar-
ter, produces estimates of average characteristics
of the U.S. population for the calendar quarter.
Similarly, population data for a year are averages
of the four quarterly figures.
For prevalence statistics, such as number of
persons with’ speech impairments or number of
persons classified by time interval since last
physician visit, figures are first calculated for each
calendar quarter by averaging estimates for all
weeks of interviewing in the quarter. Prevalence
data for a year are then obtained by averaging the
four quarteriy figures.
For other types of statistics–namely those
measuring the number of occurrences during a
specified time period—such as incidence of acute
conditions, number of disability days, or num-
ber of visits to a doctor or dentist, a similar com-
putational procedure is used, but the statistics
are interpreted differently. For these items, the
questionnaire asks for the respondent’s experi-
ence over the 2 czdendar weeks prior to the week
of interview. In such instances the estimated
quarterly total for the statistic is 6.5 times the
average 2-week estimate produced by the 13 suc-
cessive samples taken during the period. The
annuzd totzd is the sum of the four quarters. Thus
the experience of persons interviewed durz”nga
year–experience which actually occurred for
each person in a 2-calendar-week interval prior to
week of interview-is treated as though it meas-
ured the totzd of such experience durz”ng the year.
Such interpretation leads to no significant bias.
General Qualifications
iVonresponse.-Data were adjusted for nonre-
sponse by a procedure which imputes to persons
in a household which was not interviewed the
characteristics of persons in households in the
same segment which were interviewed. The total
noninterview rate was about 3 percent—1.4 per-
cent was refusal, and the remainder was prim&ly
due to the failure to find an eligible respondent
at home after repeated calls.
The interview process.–The statistics pre-
sented in this report are based on replies obtained
in interviews with persons in the sample house-
holds. Each person 19 years of age and over pre-
sent at the time of interview was interviewed
individually. For children and for adults not
present in the home at the time of the interview,
the information was obtained from a related
household member such as a spouse or the mother
of a child.
There &e limitations to the accuracy of diag-
nostic and other information collected in house-
hold interviews. For diagnostic information, the
household respondent can usually pass on to the
interviewer only the information the physician
has given to the family. For conditions not
medically attended, diagnostic information is
often no more than a description of symptoms.
However, other facts, such as the number of dis-
ability days caused by the condition, can be ob-
tained more accurately from household members
than from any other source since only the per-
sons concerned are in a position to report this
information.
Rounding of numbers.–The original tabula-
tions on which the data in this report are based
show all estimates to the nearest whole unit. All
consolidations were made from the original tabu-
lations using the estimates to the nearest unit. In
the final published tables, the figures are rounded
to the nearest thousand, although these are not
necessarily accurate to that detail. Devised sta-
tistics such as rates and percent distributions are
computed after the estimates on which these are
based have been rounded to the nearest thousand.
Population fi&.wes.-Some of the published
tables include population figures for specified
categories. Except for certain overalI totals by
age, sex, and color, which are adjusted to inde-
pendent estimates, these figures are based on the
sample of households in the HIS. These are given
primarily to provide denominators for rate com-
putation, and for this purpose are more appro-
priate for use with the accompanying measures
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of health characteristics than other population
data that may be available. With the exception
of the overall totals by age, sex, and color men-
tioned above, the population figures differ from
figures (which are de;ived from &fferent sources)
published in reports of the Bureau of the Census.
Official population estimates are presented in
Bureau of the Census reports in Series P-20, P-25,
and P-60.
Reliability of Estimates
Since the statistics presented in this report are
based on a sample, they will differ somewhat from
the figures that would have been obtained if a
complete census had been taken using the same
schedules, instructions, and interviewing person-
nel and procedures.
As in any survey, the results are also subject to
reporting and processing errors and errors due to
nonresponse. To the extent possible, these types
of errors were kept to a minimum by methods
built into survey procedures.4 Although it is
very difficult to measure the extent of bias in the
Health Interview Survey, a number of stydles
have been conducted to study this problem. - The
results have been published in several reports. 5-10
4Nation~ Center for He~th Statistics: Quality control and
measurement of nonsampling errors in the Health Interview
Survey, Vital and Health Statistics, Series 2-No. 54. DHEW
Pub. No. (HSM) 73-1328. Health Smvices and Mental Health
Administration. Wash&ton. U.S. Government Printing Office,
Mar. 1973.
5Nation~ Center for Health Statistics: Health interview
responses compared with medical records. Vital and Health Sta-
tish.cs. PHS Pub. No. 1000-Series 2-No. 7. Public Health Service.
Wash@ton. U.S. Government Printing Office, July 1965.
6 Nation~ Center for Health Statistics: Comparison of hos-
pitalization reporting in three survey procedures. Vital and
Health Statistics. PHS Pub. No. 1000-Series 2-No. 8. Public
Heafth Service. Washington. U.S. Government Printing Office,
July 1965.
7Nation~ Center for Health Statistics: Interview data on
chronic condhions compared with information derived from
medical records. Vital and Health Statistics. PHS Pub. No.
1000-Series 2-No. 23. Public Health Service. Washington. U.S.
Government Printing Office, May 1967.
8 Nation~ Center for Health Statistics: The influence of in-
terview and respondent psychological and behavioral variables
on the reporting in household interviews. Vital and Health Sta-
tish”cs. PHS Pub. No. 1000-Series 2-No. 26. Public Health Serv-
ice. Washington. U.S. Government Printing Office, Mar. 1968.
The standard error is primarily a measure of
sampling variability, that is, the variation that
occurs by chance because only a sample of the
population is surveyed. As calculated for this re-
port, the standard error also reflects part of the
variation which arises in the measurement proc-
ess. However, it does not include any systematic
biases which might be in the data. The chances
are about 68 out of 100 that an estimate from
the sample would differ from a complete census
by less than the standard error. The chances are
about 95 out of 100 that the difference would be
less than twice the standard error and about 99
out of 100 that it would be less than 2Y2 times as
large.
The relative standard error of an estimate is
obtained by dividing the standard error of the
estimate by the estimate itself and is expressed
as a percentage .of the estimate. For this report,
asterisks are shown for any cell with more than a
30-percent relative standard error. Included in
this appendix are charts from which the relative
standard errors can be determined for estimates
shown in the report. In order to derive relative
errors which would be applicable to a wide vari-
ety of health statistics and which could be pre-
pared at a moderate cost, a number of approxi-
mations were required. As a result, the charts
provide an estimate of the approximate relative
standard error rather than the precise error for
any specific aggregate or percentage.
Three classes of statistics for the health survey
are identified for purposes of estimating variances.
Narrow range. –This class consists of(1) statistics
,which estimate a population attribute, e.g., the
number of persons in a particular income group,
and (2) statistics for which the measure for a
single individual during the reference period used
in data collection is usually either O or 1 or on
occasion may take on the value 2 or very rarely 3.
Medt%m range. –This class consists of other statis-
tics for which the measure for a single individual
during the reference period used in data collection
will rarely lie outside the range O to 5.
Wide range. –This class consists of statistics for
which the measure for a single individual during
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the reference period used in data collection can
range from O ~o a number in excess of 5, e.g., the
number of days of bed dkability.
In addition to classifying variables according
to whether they are narrow-, medium-, or wide-
range, statistfis in the survey are further defined
as:
Type A. Statistics on prevalence and incidence
for which the period of reference in the
questionnaire is 12 months.
Type B. Incidence-type statistics for which the
period of reference in the questionnaire
is 2 weeks.
Type C. Statistics for which the reference pe-
riod is 6 months.
General rules for determining relative standard
errors.-The “guide” on page 53, together with
the following rules, will enable the reader to de-
termine approximate relative standard errors
from the charts for estimates presented in this
report.
Rule 1. Estimates of ag~egates: Approximate
relative standard errors for estimates
of aggregates such as the number of
persons with a given characteristic are
obtained from appropriate curves on
pages 54-56. The number of persons
in the total U.S. population or in an
age-sex-color class of the total popula-
tion is adjusted to official Bureau of
the Census figures and is not subject to
sampling error.
Rule 2. Estimates of percentages in a percent
distn.bution: Relative standard errors
for percentages in a percent distribu-
tion of a total are obtained from appro-
priate curves on pages 57-59. For
values which do not fall on one of the
curves presented in the chart, visual
interpolation will provide a satisfactory
approximation.
Rule 3. Estimates ofrates where the numerator
is a subclass of the denominator: This
rule applies for prewdence rates or
where a unit of the numerator occurs,
with few exceptions, only once in the
year for any one unit in the denomina-
tor. For example, in computing the
rate of visual impairments per 1,000
population, the numerator consisting
of persons with the impairment is a sub-
class of the denominator, which in-
cludes all persons in the population.
Such rates if converted to rates per 100
may be treated as though they were
percentages and the relative standard
errors obtained from the chart
P4AN-M. Rates per 1,000, or on any
other base, must first be converted to
rates per 100; then the percentage chart
wilI provide the relative standard error
per 100.
Rule 4. Estimates ofrates where the numerator
is not a subck.rs of the denominator:
This rule applies where a unit of the
numerator often occurs more than
once for any one unit in the denomina-
tor. For example, in the computation
of the number of persons injured per
100 currently employed persons per
year, it is possible that a person in the
denominator could have sustained
more than one of the injuries included
in the numerator. Approximate rela-
tive standard errors for rates of this
kind may be computed as follows:
(a) Where the denominator is the total
U.S. population or includes all per-
sons in one or more of the age-sex-
color groups of the total popula-
lation, the relative error of the rate
is equivalent to the relative error of
the numerator, which can be ob-
tained directly from the appropri-
ate chart.
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(b) In other cases the relative standard
error of the numerator and of the
denominator can be obtained from
the appropriate curve. Square each
of these relative errors, add the re-
sulting values, and extract the
square root of the sum. This pro-
cedure will result in an upper
bound on the standard error and
often will overstate the error.
Rule 5. Estimates of difference between two
statistics (mean, rate, total, etc.): The
standard error of a difference is approx-
imately the square root of the sum of
the squares of each standard error con-
sidered separately. A formula for the
standard error of a difference,
d= X1– X2
is
fJd =/(% ~x ~)2 + (X* V.*)2
where Xl is the estimate for class 1, X2
is the estimate for class 2, and VX~ and
V%* are the relative errors of Xl and
X2 respectively. This formula will
represent the actual standard error
quite accurately for the difference be-
tween separate and uncorrelated char-
acteristics although it is only a rough
approximation in most other cases.
The relative standard error of each
estimate involved in such a difference
can be determined by one of the four
rules above, whichever is appropriate.
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Guide to Use of Relative Standard Error Charts
The code shown below identifies the appro- (1) A = aggregate, P = percentage; (2) the num-
priate curve to be used in estimating the relative ber of calendar quarters of data collection; (3)
standard error of the statistic described. .The the type of statistic as described on page 51
four components of each code describe the sta- and (4) the range of the statistic as described on
tistic as follows: pages 50-51.
Statistic
Number of:
Personsbyresidence or region . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Acute conditions:
Per quarter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Peryear . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Disability days:
Perquarter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Peryear . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Persons inthe U.S. population orinany age+exmtegory thereof . . . . . .
Percentage distribution of:
Personsbyresidence or region . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Disability daysin a year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Acute conditions ina year..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Incidence rates for acute conditions:
PerlOO total U.S. population orperl OOpersons inanyege-sex group of
the total U.S. population:
Per quarter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Per year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Perl OOpersons inanyother population group per year . . . . . . . . . . . .
Number of disability days:
PerlOO total U.S. population orperl OOparsons inanyage-sex group of
the total U.S. population:
Per quarter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Peryear . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Perl OOpersons inanyother population group per year . . . . . . . . . . . .
Per case for acute conditions:
Perquarter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

































































Relative standard errorq for aggregates based on four quarkers of data collection
for data of all types and ranges
Size of estimate (in thousands)
Exsmple of use of chart: An aggregate of 2,000,000 (on scale at bottom of chart) for a
Narrow range Type A statistic (code:A4AW) has a relative standard error of 3.6 percent,
(read from scale at left side of chart), or a standard error of 72,000 (3.6 percent of
2,000,000). For a Wide range Type B statistic (code:A4BW), an aggregate of 6,000,000 has




Relative standard errors for aggregates based on one quarter of data collection for type B
2345 6789a 2345 6789a 2346 6789X
?03 1,000 10,000 100,000
Size of estimate (in thousands)
Example ofuse of chart: First, multiply tiequzterly estimate ofacutc conditions orpemons tijurcd byafactorof4
and obtain its relative standard error from the chart. For exarnpIe, a quarterly estimate of 5,000,000 (entered as
20,000,000 on scale at bottom of chut)h asa relative standard error of r0.7percent, read from scafeatletl side of
chart. The standard error of the estimate is 535,000 (10.7 percent of 5,000,000).
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Relative standard errors for aggregates based on one quarter of data collection for type
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1,000 10,000
Size of estimate (in thousands)
1
100,000 1,000,000
Example ofuse of chart: First, multiply tiequwterlyestimate ofdisabihtydays byafactor of4andobtak its relative
standard error from the chart. For example, a quarterly estimate of 25,000,000 (entered as 100,000, OOOon scale at
bottom of chart) hasa relative standard error of 7.Opercent, read from scdeatleft side ofchart. Thestmd~d error
of the estimate is 1,750,000(7 percent of 25,000,000).
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RelativeBtandara errors ror percentages based on four qasrters of data collection
for typeA data,Nsrrowand Media range














Emnple of use of chart: An esthate of 20 percent(onscaleat bottanof chart)based on
an estlmatcof 10,WD,COO has a rebtive standard cmrorof 3.2 percent (readfron the
8caleat the left sideof the chart),the pointat whichthe cum-efor a base of 10,000,000
intersectsthe verticalline for 20 perwmt. !lhestandarderrorh percentagepoizrk is
equalto 20 percentX 3.2 percentor 0.64percentagepobxbs.
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1
Relative standard errors for percentages based on four quarters of data collection
for type B data, Wide range
(Base of percentage shown on curves in millions)
10 100
Estimated percentage
Example of use of chart: An estimate of 20 percent (on scale at bottom of. chart) based on
an estimate of 10,000,000 has a relative standard error of 24.5 percent (read from scale
at the left side of the chart), the point at which the curve for a base of 10,000,000 in-
tersects the vertical line for 20 percent., The standard error in percentage points is
equal to 20 percent X 24.5 percent or 4.9 percentage points.
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Relative standard errors for percentages based on four quarters of data collection
for type B data, Narrow and M@hns range
(Base of percentage shown on curves tim.ill.ions)
Estimated percentage
Example of use of chart: An estimate of 20 percent (on scale at bottom of chart) based on
an estimate ~f 10,000,000 has a relative standard error of 17.0 percent (read from scale
at the left side of the chart), the point at which the curve for a base of 10,000,000 in-
tersects the vertical line for 20 percent. The standard error in percentage points is




DEFINITIONS OF CERTAIN TERMS IN THIS REPORT
Terms Relating to Conditions
Condition.–A morbidity condition, or simply
a condition, is any entry on the questionnaire
which describes a departure from a state of phys-
ical or mental well-being. It results from a posi-
tive response to one of a series of “medical-
disability impact” or “illness-recall” questions.
In the coding and tabulating process conditions
are selected or classified according to a number
of different criteria such as whether they were
medically attended, whether they resulted in dis-
ability, or whether they were acute or chronic;
or according to the type of disease, injury, im-
pairment, or symptom reported. For the pur-
poses of each published report or set of tables,
only those conditions recorded on the question-
naire which satisfy certain stated criteria are
included.
Conditions except impairments are classified
by type according to the Eighth Revision Inter-
national Classification of Diseases, A dap ted for
Use in the United States, 9 with certain modifi-
cations adopted to make the code more suitable
for a household interview survey.
Acute condition.–An acute condition is de-
fined as a condition which has lasted less than 3
months and which has involved either medical
attention or restricted activity. Because of the
procedures used to estimate incidence, the acute
conditions included in this report are the condi-
tions which had their onset during the 2 weeks
9Nat.ion~ Center for Health Statistics: Eighth Revision In-
termrtional Classification of Diseases, Aakpted for Use in the
United States. PHS Pub. No. 1693. Public Health Service.
Washington. U.S. Government Printing Office, 1967.
prior to the interview week and which involved
either medical attention or restricted activity dur-
ing the 2-week period. However, excluded are
the following conditions which are always classi-
fied as chronic even though the onset occurred







Condition present since birth
Deafness or serious trouble with hearing
Diabetes
Epilepsy








Missing fingers, hand, or arm-toes, foot, or leg
Palsy
Paralysis of any kind
Permanent stiffness or deformity of the foot, leg,
fingers, arm, or back
Prostate trouble
Repeated trouble with back or spine
Rheumatic fever
Serious trouble with seeing, even when wearing
glasses





Thyroid trouble or goiter
Tuberculosis
Tumor, cyst, or growth
Varicose veins, trouble with
Condition Group
Infective and parasitic diseases . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Common childhood diseases . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Virus not otherwise specified . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other infective and parasitic diseases . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Respiratory conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Upper respiratory conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Common cold . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other uppe~ respiratory conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Influenza . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Influenza with digestive manifestations . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other influenza . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other respiratory conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pneumonia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..’......
Bronchitis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other respiratory conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Digastiva system conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Dental conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Functional and symptomatic ;pper gastrointestinal disorders
notelsewhera classifiable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other digestive system conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Injuries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fractures, dislocations, sprains, and strains . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fractures and dislocations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sprains and strains . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Opanwounds and lacerations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Contusions and superficial injuries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other current injuries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Another acute conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Diseases of the ear . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Headaches . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Genitourinary disorders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Deliveries and disorders of pregnancy and the puerperium . . .
Diseases of theskin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Diseases of the rnusculoskeletal system . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Another acute conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Acute condition groups.-h this report all
tables which have data classified by type of condi-
tion employ a 5-category regrouping plus several
selected subgroups. The condition groups and the
Memational Classification code numbers in-
cluded in each category are shown in figure I.




















526-530,535, 537, 540-543, 560, 561, 564-577, 784.2,
784.4-784.6.785 pt.





N870, N872-N884, NB90-N884, N900-N907
N91O-N929
N850-N869, N930-N994, N996-N999







Other acute mda numbers
Figure 1
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Incidence of conditions.–The incidence of
conditions is the estimated number of conditions
having their onset in a specified time period. As
previously mentioned, minor acute conditions in-
volving neither restricted activity nor medical
attention are excluded from the statistics. The
incidence data shown in some reports are further
limited to various subclasses of conditions, such
as “incidence of conditions involving bed dis-
ability. ”
Onset of condition.–A condition is considered
to have had its onset when it was first noticed.
This could be the time the person first felt sick
or became injured, or it could be the time when
the person or his family was first told by a
physician that he had a condition of which he
was previously unaware.
Activity-restricting condition.—An activity-
restricting condition is one which had its onset in
the past 2 weeks and which caused at least 1 day
of restricted activity during the 2 calendar weeks
before the interview week. (See “Restricted-
activity day” under “Terms Relating to
Disability.”)
Bed-disabling condition. –A condition with
onset in the past 2 weeks involving at least 1 day
of bed disability is called a bed-disabling condi-
tion. (See “Bed-disability day” under “Terms
Relating to Disability.”)
Medicafiy attended condition.–A condition
with onset in the past 2 weeks is considered
medically attended if a physician has been con-
sulted about it either at its onset or at any time
thereafter. However, when the first medical at-
tention for a condition does not occur until after
the interview, the case is necessarily treated as
though there was no medical attention. Medical
attention includes consultation either in person
or by telephone for treatment or advice. Advice
from the physician transmitted to the patient
through the nurse is counted as well as visits to
physicians in clinics or hospitals. If during the
course of a single visit the physician is consulted
about more than one condition for each of several
patients, each condition of each patient is
counted as medically attended.
Discussions of a child’s condition by the physi-
cian and a responsible member of the household
are considered as medical attention even if the
child was not seen at that time.
For the purpose of this definition the term
“physician” includes doctors of medicine and
osteopathic physicians.
Terms Relating to Disability
Disability .–Disability is the general term used
to describe any temporary or long-term reduction
of a person’s activity as a result of an acute or
chronic condition.
Disability day.–Short-term disability days are
classified according to whether they are days of
restricted activity, bed days, hospital days, work-
10SSdays, or school-loss days. All hospital days
are, by definition, days of bed disability; all days
of bed disability are, by definition, days of re-
stricted activity. The converse form of these
statements is, of course, not true. Days lost from
work and days lost from school are special terms
which apply to the working and school-age popu-
lations only, but these too are days of restricted
activity. Hence “days of restricted activity” is
the most inclusive term used to describe disa-
bility days.
Restn”cted-activ~ty day.–A day of restricted
activity is one on which a person cuts down on
his usual activities for the whole of that day be-
cause of an illness or an injury. The term “usual
activities” for any day means the things that the
person would ordinarily do on that day. For
children under school age, usual activity depends
on whatever the usual pattern is for the child’s
day, which will in turn be affected by the age of
the child, weather conditions, and so forth. For
retired or elderly persons, usual activities might
consist of almost no activity, but cutting down
on even a small amount for as much as a day
would constitute restricted activity. On Sundays
or holidays, usual activities are the things thle per-
son usually does on such days—going to church,
playing golf, visiting friends or relatives, oIr stay-
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ing at home-and listening to the radio, reading,
looking at television, and so forth. Persons who
have permanently reduced their usual activities
because of a chronic condition might not report
any restricted-activity days during a 2-week
period. Therefore absence of restricted-activity
days does not imply normal health.
Restricted activity does not imply complete
inactivity, but it does imply only the minimum
of usual activities. A special nap for an hour after
lunch does not constitute cutting down on usual
activities, nor does the elimination of a heavy
chore such as cleaning ashes out of the furnace or
hanging out the wash. If a farmer or housewife
carries on only the minimum of the day’s chores,
however, this is a day of restricted activity.
A day spent in bed or a day home from work
or school because of illness or injury is, of course,
a restricted-activit y day.
Bed-disability day.–A day of bed disability is
one on which a person stays in bed for all or
most of the day because of a specific illness or
injury. All or most of the day is defined as more
than half of the daylight hours. All hospital days
for inpatients are considered to be days of bed
disability even if the patient was not actually in
bed at the hospital.
Work-loss day. –A day lost from work is a day
on which a person did not work at his job or busi-
ness for at least haIf of his normal workday be-
cause of a specific illness or injury. The number
of days lost from work is determined only for
persons 17 years of age and over who reported
that at any time during the 2-week period covered
by the interview they either worked at or had a
job or business. (See “Currently employed per-
sons” under “Demographic Terms.”)
School-loss day.–A day lost from school is a
normal school day on which a child did not at-
tend school because of a specific illness or injury.
The number of days lost from school is deter-
mined only for children 6-16 years of age.
Condition-day. –Condition-days of restricted
activity, bed disability, and so forth are days of
the various forms of disability associated with any
one condition. Since any particular day of dis-
ability may be assoti”ated with more than one
condition, the sum of days for conditions may
add to more than the total number of person-
days.
Demographic Terms
Age.–The age recorded for each person is the
age at last birthday. Age is recorded in single
years and grouped in a variety of distributions
depending on the purpose of the table.
Geographic reg”on.–For the purpose of classi-
fying the population by geographic area, the
States are grouped into four regions. These
regions, ”which correspond to those used by the
U.S. Bureau of the Census, are shown in figure II.
Regz”on
Northeast. . . . . . .
North Central . . .
South . . . . . . . . .




























Place of residence.–The place of residence of which sales of farm products amounted to $50 or
a member of the civilian, noninstitutionalized more during the previous 12 months or on places
population is classified as inside a standard metro- of less than 10 acres from which sales of farm
politan statistical area (SMSA) or outside an products amounted to $250 or more during the
SMSA and either farm or nonfarm. preceding 12 months. Other persons living out-
Standard metropolitan statistical areas–The de f-
side an SMSA were classified as nonfarm if their
initions and titles of SMSA’S are established by
household paid rent for the house but their rent
the U.S. Office of Management and Budget with
did not include any land used for farming.
the advice of the Federal Committee on Standard Sales of farm products refer to the gross receipts
Metropolitan Statistical Areas. from the sale of field crops, vegetables, fruits,
The definition of an individual SMSA involves nuts, livestock and livestock products (milk,
two considerations: first, a city or cities of speci-
WOO1, etc.), poultry and poultry products, and
fied population which constitute the central city
nursery and forest products produced on the
and identify the county in which it is located as
place and sold at any time during the preceding
the central county; second, economic and social
12 months.
relationships with contiguous counties (except in
New England) which are metropolitan in charac-
ter so that the periphery of the specific metro-
politan area may be determined. SMSA’S are not
limited by State boundaries. In New England
SMSA’S consist of towns and cities, rather than
counties.
Central cities. –Each SMSA must include at least
one central city. The complete title of an SMSA
identifies the central city or cities. If only one
central city is designated, then it must have
50,000 inhabitants or more. The area title may
include, in addition to the largest city, up to two
city names on the basis and in the order of the
following criteria: (1) the additional city has at
least 250,000 inhabitants or (2) the additional
city has a population of one-third or more of that
of the largest city and a minimum population of
25,000. An exception occurs where two cities
have ‘contiguous boundaries and constitute, for
economic and social purposes, a single commu-
nity of at least 50,000, the smaller of which must
have a population of at least 15,000.
Farm and nonfarm residence. –The population
residing outside SMSA’S is subdivided into the
farm population, which comprise~ all non-SMSA
residents living on farms, and the nonfarm popu-
lation, which comprises the remaining outside
SMSA population. The farm population includes
persons living on places of 10 acres or more from
In labor force.–All persons 17 years and older
who worked at or had a job or business or were
looking for work or on layoff from work during
the 2-week period prior to the week of interview
are in the labor f orce. The labor force consists of
persons currently employed and those not em-
ployed as defined below.
Currently emplo yed.–Persons 17 years of age and
over who reported that at any time duiing the
2-week period covered by the interview they
either worked at or had a job or business are cur-
rently employed. Current employment includes
paid work as an employee of someone else; self-
employment in business, farming, or professional
practice; and unpaid work in a family business or
farm. Persons who were temporarily absent from
a job or business because of a temporary illness,
vacation, strike, or bad weather are considered as
currently employed if they expected to work as
soon as the particular event causing the absence
no longer existed.
Free-lance workers are considered currently em-
ployed if they had a definite arrangement with
one employer or more to work for pay according
to a weekly or monthly schedule, either full time
or part time.
Excluded from the currently employed popula-
tion are persons who have no definite employ-
ment schedule but work only when their services
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are needed. Also excluded from the currently
employed population are (1) persons receiving
revenue from an enterprise but not participating
in its operation, (2) persons doing housework or
charity work for which they receive no pay, (3)
seasonal workers during the portion of the year
they were not working, and (4) persons who were
not working, even though having a job or busi-
ness, but were on layoff or looking for work.
The number of currently employed persons esti-
mated from the Health Interview Survey (HIS)
will differ from the estimates prepared from the
Current Population Survey (CPS) of the U.S.
Bureau of the Census for several”reasons. In
addition to sampling variability they include three
primary conceptual differences, namely: (1) HIS
estimates are for persons 17 years of age and over;
CPS estimates are for persons 16 years of age and
over. (2) HIS uses a 2-week reference period,
while CPS uses a l-week reference period. (3)
HIS is a continuing survey with separate samples
taken weekly; CPS is a monthly sample taken for
the survey week which includes the 12th of the
month.
Currently unemployed. –Persons 17 years and
over who during the 2-week period prior to inter-
view did not work or had no job or business but
were looking for work and those who had ajob
but were on layoff or looking for work are con-
sidered currently imemployed.
Quarter.–The quarters used by the Health In-
terview Survey are actually 13-week periods
rather than 3 calendar months. Since each 13-
week period begins on a Monday and ends on a
Sunday, the actual dates of the beginning and
end of each 13-week period may overlap into
another calendar quarter. Therefore the time
periods in the table headings are the approximate






QUESTIONS ON DISABILITY DAYS AND PHYSICIAN VISITS
REFERENCE PERIOD, AND CONDITION PAGES
This survey is being conducted to collect information on the Nation’s health. I will ask about visits to
doctors and dentists, illness in the family, and other health related item~. (Hand cd endar)
The next few questions refer to the past 2 weeks, the 2 weeks outlined in red on that calendar,
beginning Monday, (date) , and ending this past Sunday, (date) .
4a. During those 2 weeks, did -- stay in bed because of any illness or iniury?
_______________________________________________________________________________
b. During that 2-week period, how many days did -- stay in bed all or most of the day?
5. During those 2 weeks, how many days did illness or iniury keep -- from work?
(For females): not counting work am.nd the house?
6. During those 2 weeks, how many days did illness or iniury keep -- from school?
If one.or more days in 4b, ask 7; otherwise go to 8.
7. On how many of these -- days lost from
{ ::~~ol }
did -- stay in bed all or most of the day?
{
in bed




Were there any (other) days during the past 2 weeks that -- cut down on the things
he usually does because of illness or in@y?
_______________________________________________________________________________







During that period, how many (other) days did he cut down for os much as a day?
If one or more days in 4-8, ask 9; otherwise go to next person.
9a. What condition caused -- to {~;g,} during the past 2 weeks?
_______________________________________________________________________________




Oa. During the post 2 weeks, did anyone in tho fumily, that is you,
your --, *c., have any (other) accidents or iniuri~s? Y N (II)_______________________________________________________________________________
b. Who was this? - Mark ‘iAccident or injury” box in person’s column.
_______________________________________________________________________________
c. What was tho iniury?
_________________________________________ ______________________________________
d. Did anyon. hav. any oth.r accidents or iniuries during that period? . Y (Reask /Ob and c) N
_______________________________________________________________________________
If “Accident or iniury,)’ ask:
● . As a result of tho accident, did -- so= a doctor or did ha cut down on tho things ho usually doos?


















Y (Enter in/uty In Itsm C)
●. N I
DISABILITY DAY PROBE QUESTIONS
15. During th. pas? 2 waeks (tlm 2 wo~ks outlined in rod on that calmdar) hew many
iimos did -- s-* a mtdical doctor?
(Bosidos thoso visits)
160. During ihat 2.waok p.riod did anymw in tlm fami [y go to a doctor’s offie~ or Y
clinic for shotz, X-rays, tests, or ●xaminations? N (17)
_______________________________________________________________________________
b. Whowasthis? -Mark’’Doctor visit” boxinperson’s column.
_______________________________________________________________________________
c. AnyonQ dsc? Y (Remk 16b and c)
N
_______________________________________________________________________________
If “Doctor visit,” ask
d. How ~anY tim.s did -- visit th. doctor dur;ng that period?
17a. During that period, did anyone in tho family get any medical advi C* from Y
a doctor ovor tfm tclephono? N (/8]
__________________________________________________ ~ ____________________________
b. Who was tht phone COII about? - Mark ‘“Phone call” box in person’s column.
_______________________________________________________________________________
c. Any calls obout anyone ●Isa? Y (Reask J7b and c)
N“
_______________________________________________________________________________
If “Phone call,” ask
d. How many tolcphona calls ww. made to got mwlical advice about -- ?
,., , ,,.
~
Ask [En for each person with visits in DR box.
18a. For what condition did -- see or talk io a doctor during ihc pa~t 2 weeks?
_______________________________________________________________________________




d. During hat p.riod, did -- s.. or talk ~ a do~or about any ~th.r ~ondifien?
_______________________________________________________________________________
.. Du,ing h. past 2 ~..kz was -- sick b.caus. of her pr.gnancy?
_______________________________________________________________________________
f. What was tho mattar?
.
9a. During tho past 12 months, (that is since ~ (date, ya ● ar ago), about how many times did -- s.. or
talk to a madical doctor? (Do not count octors seen whilo o patient in a hospital.)
(Includo tho -- visits you already told m~ about.)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------







20a. What was -- doing MOST OF THE PAST 12 MONTHS - (For males): wwrki.g or &.9 .*.9 ,[,,?
If “’something else,” aslc (For females): kscping Imuaa, wmfing, w doing
b. Whet wos -- doing? Sunathing ●I se?
If 45+ yaws and waa not “working, “ “keeping house,” or “going to school,” ask
C. IS -- ~atimd?
d. If ‘“retired,” aslc Did hc r.tir. b.cans. Of his haal~?
_______________________________________________________________________ .
21a. What was -- doing MOST OF THE PAST 12 MONTHS - going to school or doing something ●lsa?
If “something else;’ aslc
b. What was -- &in~?_______________ _______________________________________________________ .




























00 ❑ None -h I
_ Number of visits (Np) I






Enter cof&i~8$ Jim C
- —-----------------




enter condithn In item C (18d) I




❑ Past 2 weeks
};
Mark
not reported ‘“12 km.
(15 and 18) ;V;pbclx
❑ 2 wks.-6 MO,. ~,um.






z ❑ Keapinz house (25b)
3 ❑ Retired, health (24)
4 i_J Retired, c.tier (24)
5 ❑ ~ins to school (27)
60 17+ Somethln: else (24)
7 ❑ 6-16 sonmthing elsa (26)
---- ._.J%-n-l=g;;a;;zz)-------0 ❑ U nda! I (23)
PHYSICIAN VISIT PROBE QUESTIONS
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CONDITION 1
Person number Name of condition
1
!. When did -- last see or talk to a doctor about his . . .?
I ❑ }e$piew I n Past 2 wks. (Item C) s I_J 2-4 yrS.
2 ❑ 2 wks. -6 mos.
(Reask 2)
6 ❑ 5+ yrs.
3 ❑ Over 6-12 mos. 7 ❑ Never
4alyr. ‘ e u OK if Dr. seen
9 ❑ DK when Dr. ssen
41 I
Examine “Name of condition” entry and mark
❑ Accident or injury (A2) n On Card C (AZ) ❑ Neither (3a)
If “Doctor not talked to,” record adequate description of and it ion.
If “Doctor talked to,” ask
o. What did the doctor say it was? - Did ho givt N a medical nom-?
------------------------------------------------ .
Do not ask for Cancer
b. What was the cause of. . .?
❑ Accident or injury (A2)
------------------------------------------------ .
If the entry in 3a or 3b includes the words:
Ailment Condition Disorder Troubl.
Anemia cy.~ Growh Tw-m,
Asthma Defec* Mw*lms Ule.r
}
Ask c:
Attack Di semse Rupture
c. What kind of . . . is it?
------------------------------------------------
For allergy or stroke, ask
d. How does the al Iergy (stroke) Gff.ct him?
-------------------------------------------------
If in 3a-d there is an impairment or sny of the following entries:
Abscess Dwnq. Per+st’
Ache (except heedache) Growth Rupture
Bleeding Hemmfmge so.




can c., Neuralgia Ulc*r
cramps (.X.** Neuritis Vo,l.ws. V. I..
menstrual) Pal” Weak
cyst Palsy Weakness
e. What part of. the bady is affoctcd?
Show the following detail:
Head . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . skull, s=+f-
Ba.k/.pln./..rtebra . . . . . . . . . . . upper, middle, I.wm
Eorcw eye . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..on. c.rbr.lh
Am . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . oneorbth; sho.ldar, up=r,
1.1 bow, lower, wrist, hon
Leg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .rbth; hip, upp*r, k...,
lower, ankle, foot
The remaining questions will be asked as appropriate for the!
42 condition entered in:❑ Item I ❑ Q. 3b ❑ Q. 3d
-z4. During the past 2 weeks, did his . . . cause himto cut down on the things he usually does?5. During that period, how many days did he cut
6. During that 2-week period, how many da s did




. during that 2.weak period? (For females) not
counting work around the house?
8. How many days did his . . . keep him from
school during that 2-week period?
9. When did -- first notice his . . .?
t u Last week 4 ❑ 2 weeks-3 months
z ❑ Week before s ❑ Over 3-12 months
s !7, Past 2 weeks-OK which 6 ❑ t-lorethan I 2 months ago
(Was it during tho past 12 months or before that time?)
(Was it during the past 3 months or beforo that time?)
(Was it during the past 2 w-ok. or before that time?)
t ❑ Not an eye cond. (A4) 30 First eye cond. (6+ yrs.) (1 O
A3 2 u First’eye condition 40 Not first eye cond. (A4)(under 6) (A4)
I
10. Can -- s.. w.[1 .no”gh to raad ordinary newspaper
print WITH GLASSES with his
{ ‘** }
●y*?. .1Y 2N
right . . . . ..l Y 2N
a. First noticed during the past 2 weeks?
(Question ) . . . . . . . . . . . Y N (A5)
b, Doctor seen or talked to during the past 2 weeks?
A4 (Que.stion 2) . . . . . . . . . . . Y (Fill
N
buff form)
c. One or more cut-down days?






/45 I_JAccident or injury o Other (NC)
10. Did the occident happen during the post 2 years or befora thoi time?
❑ During the past 2 years ❑ Before 2 years {f2a)
________________________________________________ .
b. When did the accident happen?
❑ Last week ❑ Over 3- I 2 months
❑ Week before ❑ l-2years
u 2 weeks-3 months
2a. Aithetime ofthcaccident what part of the body was hurt?
What kind of in@ywas it? Anything else?
Part(s) of body Kind of Injury
k----------------+ -------------------------------
I I
If accident happened more than 3 months ago, aak
b. What part ofth?body isaffecfed now?
How ishis--affcctwd? Isheaffecied inanvotherwov?




3. Where didtfm accident happen?
! ❑ At home (inside house)
znAthome (adjacent premises)
s I_J Street and highway (includes roadway and public sidewalk)
4 ❑ Farm
50 Industrial place (includes premises)
SUSchOol (includes premises)
7 ❑ i%CC of recreation and sports, except at school
80 other (.$P=W ~
4. Was -- at work at his iob or business when the accidwit happened?
lY 3 l_J While in Armed Services
2N 4 n under 17 attime of accident
%. Was a car, truck, bus, orother motor vehiclc
involved inthtaccidmt in ony way? lY 2 N (NC)
_________________________________________________
b. Was mors than orm vchiclo involved? Y N
-------------------------------------------------




VITAL AND HEALTH STATISTICS PUBLICATION SERIES
C)riginaUy 1%ldic Heolth Service PUblication PJO. 1U(IO
Series 1. FWograms and collection fwoceduves, — Reports which describe the general progams of the National
Center for Health Statistics and its offices and divisions, data collection methods used, definitions,
and other material necessary for understanding the data.
Series 2. Data evaluation and methods ~eseavch. — Studies of new statistical methodology including: experi..
mental tests of new survey methods, studies of vital statistics collection methods, new anal~@cal
techniques, objective evaluations of reliability of collected data, contributions to statistical theory.
SeVies 3. Analytical studies. —Reports presenting analytical or interpretive studies basedon vital and health
statistics, carrying the analysis further than the expository types of reports in the Ctki series.
Series 4. Documents and committee yepoyts.— Final report~ of major committees concemeil with vital and
health statistics, and documents such as recommended model vital registration laws and revised
birth and death certificates.
Series 10. Data f70m the Health Intevview .%mev. —Statistics on illness, accidental injuries, disability, use
of hospital, medical, dental, and other services, and other health-related topics, based on data
collected in a continuing national household interview survey.
Sevies 11. Data from the Health Examination SuTvey. —Data from direct examination, testing, and measure-
ment of national samples of the civilian, noninstitutional population provide the bask for two types
of reports: (1) estimates of the medically defined prevalence of specific diseases in the LJnited
States and the distributions of the population with respect to physical, physiological, a,ld psycho-
logical characteristics; and (2) analysis of relationships among the various measurements without
reference to an explicit finite universe of persons.
Series 12. Data from the Ins titutional Popukztion Suyvey.s —Statistics relating to the health characteristics of
persons in institutions, and their medical, nursing, and personal care received, based on national
samples of establishments providing these services and samples of the residents or patients.
Se-ries 13. Datu @om the Hospital Dischmye Survey, —Statistics relating to di <c[-llrged patients in short-stay
hospitals, based on a sample of patient records in a national sampk of hospitals.
Series 14. Data on health resources: manpowe~ and Facilities. —Statistics on the numbers, geoLqal)hic distri-
bution, and characteristics of health resources including physicians, dentisw, nurses, other health
occupations, hospitals, nursing homes, and outpatient facilities.
Series 20. Data cm mortality. —Various statistics on mortality other than as included in regular annual or
monthly reports —special analyses by cause of death, age, and other demo~maphic variables, also
geographic and time series analyses.
Series 21. Data on natality, mawiage, and diuoyce. — Various statistics on nata~ity, marriage, and dii’orce
other than as included in regular annual or monthly reports~pecial analyses by demographic
variables, also geographic and time series analyses, studies of fertility.
Sevies 22. Data fvom the National Natility and Mortality .%mveys. — Statistics on characteristics of births
and deaths not available from the vital records, based on sample surveys stemming from these
records, including such topics as mortality by socioeconomic class, hospital experience in the
last year of life, medical care during pregnancy, health insurance coverage, etc.
For a list of titles of reports published in thesq series, write to: Scientific and Technical Information Branch
National Center for Health Statistics
Public Health Service, HRA
Rockfle, Md. 20852

